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Chapter 181 Instructing Yang Shiwen 

There were few people in the world who dared to say such swear words to 
those in the Goddess Temple. 

Or even if there were any crazy people who dared to say such things, did he 
have such strength as them? 

However, there was a woman’s soft voice from the phone in the strong man’s 
hand. “Mr. Mobei, please believe me, how would I dare offend the Wolf 
Castle? The person I spoke of always wears a pair of sunglasses. But once 
he takes off the sunglasses in the sun, his eyes will turn red, and his strength 
and speed will multiply.” 

The super-strong man named Mobei was silent as his eyes completely turned 
blood red at this time. He was like a hungry male wolf in the light of a fire. 

The woman on the other end of the phone continued to say, “And, after the 
man just takes off his sunglasses, his eyes are white, which are different from 
the normal werewolves, so…” 

“Bang… Bang!” 

At this moment, Mobei kicked away the stove in front of him. Large pieces of 
charcoal were scattered in the hall of the castle and sizzled and burned on the 
stone floor. 

“White pupils turn to red pupils. The man turns out to have a rare variant of 
blood.” 

Mobei began to breathe heavily. If someone saw his facial expression, he 
would find that Mobei was not only angry but also a little bit excited. “Tell me, 
where is the person you spoke of? What’s his name?” 

“He is in China, and his name is Luo Tengfei,” the person on the other end of 
the phone said. “He is now in Donghai, China, and I have heard that he is a 
member of the superpower Netherworld of the Western underground world, 
and one of the nine soul-reaper messengers.” 



“Well, I know. If the information you provided is true, I will reward the Goddess 
Temple.” After saying this, Mobei hurriedly hung up the phone, and then 
rushed to the top of the castle like a wolf and shouted, “Over here, let’s have a 
meeting.” 

… 

The next day, Liu Feng habitually got up early to practice, but he found that 
Yang Shiwen was even earlier than him. 

In the backyard of the Yang family, Yang Shiwen practiced what Liu Feng had 
taught her. Her serious expression showed an otherworldly beauty. Although it 
had become cold out, Yang Shiwen only wore thin sportswear. When waving 
her fists, she looked really hot. 

Especially when she threw snap fists, the shaking of her fists would naturally 
lead her full bust to bounce, and her long silky hair also danced with her 
movements. She was like a fairy that fell from the sky. 

“Bump, bump, bump!” 

After practicing for a while, Yang Shiwen continued to perform snap fists, slip 
chop fists, and swing whips. 

While her punches switched back and forth, she could make clear sounds, 
which showed that she had made progress. 

After completing the moves, Yang Shiwen slammed her hands together and 
pouted. “I still haven’t reached such a degree of force that reaches the 
fingertips, and the moves are not stable if I do them fast. Why? When will I be 
able to reach the level of Brother Feng?” 

“Because you haven’t mastered the skills of practicing and using martial arts.” 

Liu Feng walked behind Yang Shiwen, and slightly held her wrists. 

Having her wrists grabbed by Liu Feng and feeling the warmth from his palms, 
Yang Shiwen’s body shook a little, and she asked weakly, “What is the skill?” 

“Do this.” 

Liu Feng raised his hands, pulling Yang Shiwen’s hands onto his chest. 
Looking as if he was hugging her, Liu Feng said in her ear, “Stand with the 



three-pile method and remember it. If you want to use martial arts, don’t think 
about how the body moves, but rely on your head to lead.” 

During the conversation, Liu Feng gently touched Yang Shiwen’s little head 
with his nose. 

Yang Shiwen slightly moved her head forward, and instinctively took steps in 
front of her. And then her move with the left hand behind and the right hand in 
front was changed without Liu Feng leading her. 

“Ah!” 

Yang Shiwen discovered the key points at once, but she didn’t seem to catch 
on. 

At this time, Liu Feng withdrew his hands, and held onto Yang Shiwen’s slim 
waist. “When you want to turn around, in addition to leading with your head, 
turn your waist first, and your body will naturally move.” 

During the speech, Liu Feng used his hands slightly, and led Yang Shiwen to 
turn left, and then she moved her feet. Her upper body completed the turn 
under the lead of her head. 

“I see.” 

At this moment, Yang Shiwen seemed to have deeper understanding. “This is 
like the hands turning in the Eight Diagrams Palm that you taught me. The 
head leads, the waist controls the body, and the ankles make the force.” 

“Smart.” 

Liu Feng generously praised Yang Shiwen. “After you have mastered the 
skills of head-leading and waist-controlling, and have practiced standing and 
palms-turning more, you will soon reach the level of strength entering your 
fingertips. This is known as ‘when conditions are ripe, success will come’.” 

“Please give me more instructions. You must have more skills,” Yang Shiwen 
said. 

“OK, do this.” 

Liu Feng pushed Yang Shiwen’s left foot forward with a toe, and then held her 
shoulders with his hands and leaned to the right. 



Following the strength of Liu Feng, Miss Yang came up with a movement of 
stepping sideways. 

“Hold on and shake your shoulders with your left arm and punch forward with 
all your strength.” 

With Liu Feng’s careful instruction, Yang Shiwen’s movements were 
extremely standard. As she performed a chop fist, a faintly discernible sound 
in the air could be heard. 

When Yang Shiwen finished the chop fist, she flicked her fist suddenly and 
her five thin fingers quickly spread out. At this moment, a very slight 
squeaking sound could be heard at her fingertips. 

“What?” 

Liu Feng was surprised because Yang Shiwen’s snap had reached a level of 
strength of entering the fingertips and impacting her blood. 

“Oh yeah! Brother Feng, I felt it.” 

At the same time, Yang Shiwen excitedly screamed, “Brother Feng, although 
you are usually a rogue, you’re really good at teaching others to practice 
martial arts!” 

“What the f*ck!” 

Liu Feng replied, “What do you mean by ‘usually a rogue’? If you keep talking 
cr*p, I will beat your ass.” 

“Come on, beat me!” 

Yang Shiwen didn’t feel uncomfortable or embarrassed by Liu Feng’s words. 
Instead, she behaved as if she was not afraid of him. 

“Don’t mess around, continue to practice.” 

Liu Feng grabbed Yang Shiwen’s wrists again behind her and took her to 
practice palms turning in Eight Diagrams. 

Under Liu Feng’s guidance, Yang Shiwen seemed to have made a leap 
forward on this day. 



However, they felt something was wrong as they practiced. 

“Shiwen, would you stop arching backward?” When Liu Feng asked this, he 
blushed in spite of his face being thicker than a city wall. 

“Ah? What did I arch?” Yang Shiwen did not understand. 

“Your ass!” 

Liu Feng said shortly, “Keep your body in the middle, and don’t tilt your big 
ass.” 

“Bah!” 

Yang Shiwen screamed, “Don’t you know that a woman’s hips are more tilted 
than a man’s? What’s more, I’m in such good shape. This is called a nice… 
butt, but not a big ass! You damn rogue, can’t you say anything nice?” 

“This, okay, your…” 

“And, I would like to criticize you.” 

Yang Shiwen continued, “Don’t hit me. Do you have a gun? You have hit me.” 

“I… well, I am… Dammit!” 

The arrogant Big Boss of Yama didn’t know how to explain it. Just when he 
was speaking, Yang Shiwen’s little hand suddenly went backward. Brother 
Feng’s most valuable treasure had fallen into Miss Yang’s hand. 

“Ah!” 

At the same time, Yang Shiwen also exclaimed, “You are a rogue. Are you 
thinking something unhealthy? You are… hard!” 

When Miss Yang discovered what happened, she suddenly turned back. 

When she turned back, she deliberately picked up her feet and pulled her 
belly in, as she was afraid that Liu Feng’s “gun” would hit her again. At this 
time, Liu Feng happened to take her forward. 

As a result, their mouths suddenly touched. 



At this moment, Liu Feng and Yang Shiwen’s eyes were widened to the limit 
at the same time, but they did not immediately separate. 

They kept this shameful posture for almost two seconds. Yang Shiwen 
suddenly turned back and covered her face with her hands and she could only 
see black. 

“Ahem! Ahem!” 

Liu Feng coughed twice, and not knowing what else to say, asked, “Well, 
Shiwen, is this the first time you’ve kissed a man?” 

“What did you say?” 

Miss Yang became even more angry, and she twisted her head back. “Do you 
think I have kissed others? You bastard.” 

Liu Feng shrugged his shoulders and said, “Actually, I guessed it. Your kiss is 
bitter and I don’t want to kiss you another time.” 

“You rogue. Dare you say that again?” 

“I dare say it a hundred times. Your skills… Well, I admit, your lips are very 
plump. Aside from that, nothing is good.” 

“Tut!” 

Yang Shiwen was so angry that her eyes were full of rage. 

“Or should I also instruct you in kissing?” Liu Feng asked tentatively. 

Yang Shiwen’s face turned red suddenly. “This, this, how do you instruct 
this?” 

“Don’t move, it’s actually very simple.” 

Liu Feng raised his hands and held Miss Yang’s face, and then covered her 
lips with his. 

At this moment, Yang Shiwen felt that her brain went blank and her heartbeat 
had doubled. 



“Relax!” Liu Feng’s mouth was not separated from Yang Shiwen’s lips, but he 
said clearly, “You can close your eyes and feel it with your heart.” 

And then Yang Shiwen closed her eyes. 

In this way, their kiss lasted for more than a minute. 

Yang Shiwen’s breathing became more and more urgent at this time. She felt 
that there was a small flame in her heart that made her hot. 

She even involuntarily raised her hands and touched Liu Feng’s strong chest. 

Just then, she suddenly heard a crisp voice. “Shiwen, are you back here? I’ve 
come to ask you for help.” 
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Chapter 182 Are You Trying to Molest Me? 

Wu Qi is going to curse in his heart. If his cousin hadn’t told him to take good 
care of this young guy, he would have thrown him into the sea. 

“Second Childe! Where are you not satisfied with?” Wu Qi wonders why this 
young guy is so difficult to serve? 

It is said that he is a playboy, isn’t it? He specially sent two young models to 
the young guy’s room last night. In the morning, his men said that young 
models left happily. Isn’t that quite satisfactory? 

Why does he lose temper again? 

“I say I don’t want to attend the party. I am bored to death!” The young guy 
casually dresses a casual blue shirt, and a pair of jeans with his ankles 
exposed, and big red sneakers embroidered with a big ant… 

Although this outfit is ostentatious and does not conform to the scene, the 
style worn by this young guy is as those of the models on magazine covers, 
and each one is a custom-made model of the famous brands. 



“Cousin-in-law!” A girl comes over shyly, “Cousin asked me to tell you the 
guests are here…” She secretly looks at the young guy. “Or Cousin-in-law, 
you go to greet those guests, and I will take care of Second Childe.” 

Wu Qi glances at his wife’s cousin and the young girl’s thoughts are written on 
her face. He has some dissatisfaction. What happened to his wife? Didn’t she 
tell her relatives that this young guy can’t be touched? 

If you want to be a phoenix on a branch, you also need to see if you can fly 
up. 

“No, you just go out!” Wu Qi’s tone is somewhat bad. 

The young girl has a thin face, and when she hears this, her eyes turn red. 
Then she sees that the pretty young guy doesn’t even look at her, so she 
turns and runs away with tears. 

“You just go out, too, and leave me alone.” The young guy named Tang Cao 
stands up. “I shall go out to play by myself.” 

Wu Qi hurriedly runs after him. “Where are you going?” 

“The place I go to is not suitable for you.” Tang Cao smiles cynically, “If you 
dare to go, you will appear in the newspapers tomorrow.” 

Wu Qi clenches his teeth with hatred, and he still has to persuade politely. 
“This is not Yanjing. Don’t play too crazily, or my cousin will scold me to 
death.” 

In Yanjing, Everyone knows him. But G City is different. In case there is 
someone blind to offend him… 

“Rest assured!” Tang Cao pats him. “By the way, don’t send those women to 
my room tonight. They are too ugly.” 

Having said this, he pushes away Wu Qi and leaves. Wu Qi sneers there. Too 
ugly? Didn’t you sleep with them even they were ugly last night? 

When Lang Ruoxian comes to the party alone, Zhang Mingli sees him smiling. 
“Mr. Lang, you are late! Huh? Why do you come alone? Didn’t Mrs. Lang 
come? How can your newly married wife let you come out alone?” 



“Hello, Mr. Lang!” Zhang Mingxia glances at Lang Ruoxian a few times. “You 
look better in person than in magazines! However, you are still young. Some 
things should be carefully considered and done later. Not every consequence 
can be borne.” 

Lang Ruoxian looks at the brother and sister who sneer him in turns as if they 
were clowns. After they shut up, he says flatly, “You two are not young, but 
you don’t do things after careful consideration. I also hope that when I reach 
your age, I won’t be so talkative.” 

“You…” How can Zhang Mingxia not recognize that he is pointing at one but 
abusing another? So she is going to scold back immediately. 

But she is stopped by Zhang Mingli. 

“Mr. Lang, it is nice of you!” Zhang Mingli says with a foxy smile, “Help 
yourself and we’ll greet other guests.” 

When Lang Ruoxian leaves, Zhang Mingxia snorts. “Is this the head of our 
leading enterprise in G Province? Though he is handsome, he is too young 
and emulative to succeed in the future.” 

“Why are you angry with him?” Zhang Mingli hisses. “It seems that he has 
guessed that we have tampered, but what can he do? He only has to bear the 
loss.” 

Lang Ruoxian doesn’t intend to walk around and leave. He wants to meet Wu 
Qi from Yanjing. Wu Qi is very easy to recognize. He is surrounded by a circle 
of people and cheers up with others. The scene is very lively. 

“Hey! Mr. Lang! “ Some bosses greet Lang Ruoxian one after another when 
seeing him. 

“Your proposal was so grand that my wife complained for several days that I 
didn’t even propose.” 

“Yes! So did my wife.” 

“Mr. Lang, when will be your feast? We are all going.” 

Everyone talks about Lang Ruoxian proposing marriage a few days ago. Of 
course, it is not unknown how they have been talking about his marrying his 



sister-in-law and being father of his nephew, just like buying one and getting 
one free… 

“Legal proceeding has already been taken and the wedding will be held next 
month.” When Lang Ruoxian speaks, and everyone else is stunned. 

Because no one has expected him to answer, as if he has no idea what he is 
being talked about behind his back. How can he not guess with his skill? It 
seems that he really likes his sister-in-law. 

“This is Mr. Lang! So young?” Wu Qi looks surprised. “What a promising 
young man!” 

Lang Ruoxian hooks the corner of his mouth. “Director Wu also looks more 
familiar than I expected. It seems that you always serve the people.” 

“That’s what I should do!” Wu Qi laughs. “I want to thank Mr. Lang for the 
contribution to the three coastal provinces. We have always had happy 
cooperation! Of course, occasionally there is some problems, but not big 
problems, right? There will be more cooperation in the future!” 

In his view, he has fooled Lang Ruoxian to avenge for his mother-in-law. 
That’s the end of the matter. Lang Ruoxian suffered losses, but Lang Ruoxian 
had his mother-in-law detained. Everyone should take a step back and call it a 
day. 

“I dare not…” Who knows that Lang Ruoxian says, “Lang Consortium’s 
strength is too weak to be able to do big government projects, and later we 
will not bite off more than we can chew.” 

Wu Qi’s face changes color, and the people around him look at each other 
carefully, not knowing why the two say this. Many people have already made 
up their minds. If it is true, Lang Ruoxian will quit and they will have chance to 
take his place? 

“Brother-in-law!” Zhang Mingli happens to come over and sees that everyone 
keeps silent. Although he doesn’t know what has happened, he still gets the 
hint to respond in time. “Let’s come to the table! The dishes are all served.” 

Wu Qi squeezes out a smile, ignoring Lang Ruoxian, and smiles at the others. 
“Please, everyone!” 



Zhang Mingli sees that Lang Ruoxian doesn’t go but to follow them to sit in 
their table. He feels unhappy. Isn’t Lang Ruoxian cocky? Why doesn’t he 
leave but to stay to have dinner? 

“Come on, come on, make yourself at home! Let’s start to eat.” Zhang Mingli 
greets everyone, and Lang Ruoxian sits next to him and eats without caring 
others’ feelings. But Lang Ruoxian just doesn’t drink with others. Zhang Mingli 
and Wu Qi hold cups for several times to toast, others are especially flattery, 
but only Lang Ruoxian… 

Later, Zhang Mingli really can’t bear it any more. He is about to stretch out his 
cup directly to Lang Ruoxian to toast when Lang Ruoxian finally puts down his 
chopsticks. 

“I’m full. Enjoy your meal. I am newly married and will go back to accompany 
my wife.” After saying that, Lang Ruoxian leaves in the stunned eyes of those 
people eating with him in the same table. 

The others remain silent. Wu Qi, Zhang Mingli and Zhang Mingxia’s faces turn 
pale… 

Successfully having made those disgusting people feel even worse, Lang 
Ruoxian walks slowly to the parking lot. From a distance, he sees Shu Sheng 
arguing with a person. He walks quickly to the car. When he sees the person, 
he is in a better mood and can’t help smiling. 

“Hey, bro, you can’t have wanted to do something bad to me because you 
have seen my good-looking, can you? I tell you, I only like girls, the kind of 
beautiful girls. You have no chance. Hurry to let me go.” 

Lang Ruoxian frowns. This is really typical playboy lines… 

“Huh?” The man suddenly catches sight of Lang Ruoxian and glances at him 
for several times. “Another one? This guy looks handsome, but however 
handsome you are, you are also male. Ah, I say, it is late but you two stop me. 
What do you want to do?” 

Shu Sheng’s expression is extremely complicated. “Young Master, I have sent 
you a message. If you don’t come, I won’t be able to stop him.” 

Before Lang Ruoxian speaks, that man blabbers first. 



“F**k! Is it really intentional? Are people in your coastal areas so open? Are 
you two lovers? You two want to have something more exciting like a 
threesome, don’t you? What a shame! See, you two grow…” 

… 

“Young Master, he is so talkative. He has not stopped talking since I stopped 
him.” Shu Sheng rubs his eyebrows, “And he also particularly likes to beef up 
the role for himself…” 

“Young Master?” The man didn’t notice it just now. When he hears it now, he 
begins another round of beefing up his role. “Are you his… sex slave? Oh, my 
God, am I going to be tarnished by demons?” 

Not only Shu Sheng, but also Lang Ruoxian ‘s face darkens. 

“Mr. Tang, if you can quiet down, we can talk.” 

Tang Cao stops grinning cheekily, and his beautiful eyes warily sweep over 
the other two men, secretly clicking the buttons of his mobile phone. 

“You know who I am, so you have stopped me on purpose?” He takes back 
two steps. “There are few people in this world who know who I am and dare to 
stop me on purpose.” 

Lang Ruoxian raises his eyebrows. It seems that he is not so useless… 

“You have a sister named Tang Duo, right?” Lang Ruoxian asks him directly. 

Tang Cao’s expression instantly becomes sharp and he stares at Lang 
Ruoxian fiercely. “How do you know my elder sister? Do you know her?” 

“Do you know where your sister is now?” 

“Of course, she is in Heaven. Do you want to see her?” Tang Cao’s eyes flash 
mournfully, even sounding like he is going to cry. 

Then he quickly returns to normal. “I don’t care who you are. Don’t mention 
my elder sister again.” 

“But I didn’t meet her in Heaven.” Lang Ruoxian smiles. “She is in my house. 
Do you want to come and visit her?” 



Tang Cao is stunned, and then raises his hand to hit Lang Ruoxian. 

Lang Ruoxian dodges him and gets into the car directly. When Shu Sheng 
starts the car to leave, Lang Ruoxian rolls down the car window. “If you want 
to meet her, come to my house.” 

“Hi!” Seeing the car driving away, Tang Cao runs after it for a few steps, then 
shakes his fist severely. He has stood there for a few minutes before he thinks 
of something and strides towards the hotel. 

It takes Yan Hua several seconds to respond when she hears Lang Ruoxian 
say that Tang Cao is in G City. 

“How could it be so coincidental?” 

There is a sense of happy surprise that someone gives you a pillow when you 
feel sleepy. 

“He must have followed Wu Qi. I checked that Wu Family belongs to the 
faction of your uncle. In other words, Wu Qi is a heeler of your family. He must 
have brought Tang Cao to play.” 

Yan Hua turns around twice. “Did you tell him? Will he come?” 

“Certainly.” 

“But he doesn’t know who you are…” 

Lang Ruoxian smiles. “It’s not difficult. He only needs to ask Wu Qi.” 

Tang Cao did ask Wu Qi. After knowing the identity of Lang Ruoxian, he 
checked it online. Then he saw the video of the previous proposal. The 
woman in the video had only shown her side face, but Tang Cao was so 
excited that he dropped his mobile phone. 
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Chapter 183 Younger Brother Appears as a 
Drama Queen 

“Sir, you can’t go in!” 



“Get out of the way!” 

When Lang Ruoxian arrives at the company early in the morning, he sees 
Tang Cao going to the elevator. But receptionist and several security guards 
stop Tang Cao, which makes him shout crazily. 

“Where is Lang Ruoxian? I am looking for Lang Ruoxian. Get out of my way!” 

“President Lang is not here. We will call the police if you continue to do like 
this.” 

“Get out of the way!” Tang Cao shouts. No one can persuade him at this time. 
He came here in the middle of the night yesterday, sitting in the car until dawn 
without sleeping. Because his sister, who has been confirmed dead, is still 
alive and becomes another person’s wife. She even has a child. 

“Mr. Tang?” Shu Sheng quickly gets off the car and asks him, “What are you 
doing here?” 

Tang Cao turns quickly and sees Shu Sheng. He immediately runs over and 
asks, “Where is Lang Ruoxian?” 

“My Young Master…” 

“Doesn’t he come? Does he refuse to see me? Or is he afraid to see me 
because he feels guilty? Did he put my sister under house arrest?” 

Shu Sheng says, “… I want to say that my Young Master is in the car.” 

He cannot talk to this drama queen. 

“In the car?” Tang Cao finds the Maybach on the roadside. Then he pats it 
several times and says, “Lang Ruoxian, come out!” 

Lang Ruoxian slowly gets out of the car. Tang Cao grabs his collar suddenly 
and shouts, “Take me to see her! Take me to see her!” 

“You should calm down.” Lang Ruoxian says gently. 

After all, Tang Cao is Lang Ruoxian’s brother-in-law. He needs Tang Cao to 
speak good words for him to his parents-in-law in the future. 

“Mr. Tang, please get on the car.” 



Tang Cao gets on the car and begins to question Lang Ruoxian. 

“How did you know my sister?” 

“Why did she change her name?” 

“Why don’t you let her go home?” 

Later, Tang Cao begins to blame Lang Ruoxian. 

“You are such a beast. You must use a despicable way to control my sister 
and even let her give you a child. My sister loves beauty. How can she endure 
the pregnancy and become fat? You’re the truly scumbag!” 

“I tell you. No matter what my sister experienced before, I won’t let you go 
because you have locked her up for many years. Our family will not let you go, 
either.” 

“Did a science freak give my sister a medicine? Did that medicine make her 
forget us and only know you?” 

Lang Ruoxian is speechless. 

Shu Sheng is speechless, too. 

They have to admit what the drama queen guesses is half right… 

“Tang Cao will definitely go to the company to look for me today. I will bring 
him back later. Are you ready?” Lang Ruoxian says to Yan Hua when he 
leaves the house this morning. 

Yan Hua is a little nervous. But she is more excited. 

“Don’t worry. I’m fine!” Yan Hua hugs him. “You said that when he heard my 
news, he was not afraid, but was very anxious about me. Maybe my 
relationship with my family is very good!” 

After Lang Ruoxian leaves, Yan Hua first takes Gungun to the kindergarten. 
On the way back, she passes the flower shop and buys some fresh flowers. 
She also buys fruits and desserts. When she gets home, she puts the flowers 
in the vase, and puts the fruits and desserts on the round table in the sitting 
room. 



“Why don’t they come back…” Yan Hua murmurs. When she prepares 
everything, she finds herself nervous. So she goes upstairs and changes her 
clothes. When she changes to the third clothes, she finally hears the sound of 
the car downstairs. She runs down quickly. 

“Sister! Sister?” The young man is more excited than her. Before Yan Hua 
runs down the steps, a figure rushes up to hug her tightly. 

Yan Hua’s body becomes stiff suddenly. Lang Ruoxian quickly comes over to 
pull Tang Cao away. But Yan Hua waves her hands to stop him. 

“My elder sister…” The young man in Yan Hua’s arms makes a little cry like a 
beast and calls her again and again. 

Yan Hua slowly relaxes herself and touches his hair. 

Tang Cao whispers from the beginning, and then bursts into tears. But he 
never lets Yan Hua go, as if she will disappear when he doesn’t hug her. 

“Don’t cry. Let’s sit down and talk. Okay?” Yan Hua pats Tang Cao’s shoulder. 

Tang Cao looks up at her with eager eyes. “Sister, why don’t you go home? 
Do you know that our family is not complete without you?” He asks. 

“…” Yan Hua doesn’t know what to say. She can feel the sorrow of Tang Cao 
and the excitement of him when he sees her. But she doesn’t know how to tell 
Tang Cao that she cannot remember her family… 

Lang Ruoxian can’t bear it anymore. Even his wife’s brother can’t hug his wife 
all the time. 

“Yan Hus will be very tired if you hug her like this.” Lang Ruoxian says, “Let’s 
sit down in the sitting room to have a talk.” 

Tang Cao takes Yan Hua’s hands and they sit on the sofa together. Tang Cao 
also extends his legs deliberately so that Lang Ruoxian has no place to sit on 
the sofa. Lang Ruoxian has to sit opposite with his mouth a thin line. Yan Hua 
winks at him. 

“Sister, don’t be afraid. Does this animal imprison you?” Tang Cao begins to 
ask her, “What did he do to you? Did he force you to get married?” 

Yan Hua is awkward. She says, “I…” 



“Sister, I tell you, don’t think that he can do whatever he wants just because 
he is rich. Our family in Yanjing is powerful. Our eldest uncle will punish him!” 

Yan Hua says, “You…” 

“I will take you away soon! I don’t believe he dares to stop us. Isn’t he just a 
CEO? Our family has more CEO!” 

Yan Hus thinks that she’d better not say anything and just let Tang Cao start 
his performance. 

Tang Cao says alone for ten minutes. Then he finds that no one echoes his 
views. He turns his head to look at Yan Hua and asks her, “Sister, why are 
you still here?” 

“… Where should I go?” 

“Go upstairs to pack things and go away! Don’t you miss our parents?” Tang 
Cao says. Then he pats his head and says, “Well, I haven’t told them yet! If 
they knew you are still alive. No! If they knew you were here, they would fly 
here right away!” 

Yan Hua sighs. She can’t believe that such a younger brother is a playboy 
according to the materials… Is the IQ of playboy now so low? 

“Tang Cao.” Yan Hua interrupts him. She feels that he would continue to say 
until Gungun leaves the kindergarten. She says, “I hope you can calmly listen 
to me.” 

Tang Cao looks at her incredulously. Then he pouts his lips and seems to cry. 
He says, “Sister… How can you call my full name?” 

“Shall I call you Xiaocao?” Yan Hua tries saying. 

“No!” Tang Cao says as if Yan Hua is so ruthless and unreasonable. 

Yan Hua kneads between her eyebrows and explains, “I lost my memory. I 
don’t remember the previous things. I don’t even know how to call you.” 

Tang Cao stares at her. Suddenly, he rushes to Lang Ruoxian. 

“What kind of medicine did you give my sister to eat?” 



Lang Ruoxian grabs his two hands and asks, “Can you calm down and listen 
to Hua?” 

“I don’t want to listen that!” Tang Cao shakes his head. 

Yan Hua simply picks up the sofa cushion and throws it to him. “Sit down!” 

Quickly, Tang Cao sits back, and then looks at Yan Hua pitifully. 

“This is a long story. You should listen to me quietly. You can’t interrupt before 
I let you speak.” 

Tang Cao does not say anything. 

“Have you heard that?” Yan Hua says fiercely. 

Tang Cao says, “It’s you who don’t allow me to speak…” 

“…” Yan Hua shows the whites of her eyes and begins to talk from the 
beginning. 

She says when she woke up from a foreign hospital and was brought back by 
He Mingkai. Then she says why she married into the Lang Family, including 
the story of Lang Ruoxian and Lang Family, and she recently got married with 
Lang Ruoxian. 

“I’ve finished. You can speak now.” Yan Hua is afraid that he will die if she still 
asks him to keep silence. 

Tang Cao breathes a sigh of relief. He says, “Sister? So you don’t remember 
me, Mom and Dad now? Do you forget everything in Yanjing?” 

“I don’t even remember who I am.” Yan Hua hands him a paper towel and 
comforts him, “Don’t cry. You are a man.” 

“Wow! Sister, although you don’t remember me, you still say the same words 
to comfort me. Every time I cry, you will say so…” 

So why do you always cry? Yan Hua thinks. 

It takes a long time for Tang Cao to digest the truth that he finally finds his 
sister who has had a new identity and loses her memory. During this period, 
he becomes a drama queen twice to question if Lang Ruoxian drugged her. 



“Because Hua doesn’t remember you, can I ask you to give me your hair if 
you don’t mind?” Lang Ruoxian asks Tang Cao when he sees Tang Cao 
finally calms down. 

Tang Cao stares at him again, “This is my sister! Can I make a mistake?” 

“But don’t forget that Hua has been dead in your family. What if you make 
mistakes?” Lang Ruoxian says with patience, “We’d better do a test, not for 
anything else, but to let others believe that.” 

“Take it!” Tang Cao gets a few hairs on his head. “Is it enough?” 

Lang Ruoxian puts the hair of him and Yan Hua in the bag and lets Shu 
Sheng take it for inspection. Tang Cao is tired to cry now. He picks up a small 
cake and takes a sip. 

“Sister, do you think who would target our family? They even found a fake 
body to lie to us.” 

Tang Cao is not stupid and he knows that this is a big conspiracy. He just 
doesn’t know who it aims at and what its purpose is. 

“You should tell me everything before and after Hua’s disappearance. And 
every word and plot should not be missed.” Lang Ruoxian looks at him 
seriously. “It must be clear. This is very important to us.” 

Tang Cao nods and begins to recall his memory. 

“Although it happened five years ago, I still remember it very clearly. That 
Christmas, our family went to the Switzerland for skiing with our eldest uncle. 
My sister took me to a snow peak with a cousin. But they accidentally fell into 
a mountain’s crack besides me…” 

Tang Cao hurriedly called the rescue team. When the rescue team went down 
to the bottom of the mountain, only one person was found. The other was lost, 
which was Yan Hua. 

“The cousin was also unconscious. We used all the local rescue forces to find 
my sister the whole day and night. But we didn’t find her. At this time, my 
cousin woke up. She said that she fainted when she fell, and she didn’t know 
anything.” 



In order to find Yan Hua, Tang Family used their status to contact the local 
military and dispatched special forces. They found from the hole below the cliff 
to another cliff. All of them estimated that Yan Hua might fell to a deeper 
place. 

“It was three days later since my sister disappeared.” Tang Cao says with a 
sad expression on his face, and his eyes are red. “We all didn’t believe that 
we couldn’t bring her back.” 

However, two days later, they finally found the body of Yan Hua. 

“Mom cracked up immediately. Dad simply didn’t look at the body. He refused 
to admit that the body was yours. It fell from the cliff and its face was broken. 
But the body’s figure is exactly the same as you, even the red nevus in your 
foot is exactly the same.” 

“Later, everyone returned to home and announced the news that you died.” 

“It seems that it is a very normal accidental death.” Yan Hua tilts her head. 
“Who has the ability to get a body like me in just a few days?” 
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Chapter 184 Is This Uncle? 

“These conspirators had to know where you fell.” Lang Ruoxian narrows his 
eyes. “Who else knew it besides the rescue?” 

Tang Cao says casually, “Our family knew!” 

Then his expression changes. 

“Sister?” Tang Cao looks terrified. “Does… Does our family have a mole?” 

Lang Ruoxian and Yan Hua look at each other. Then Lang Ruoxian asks him, 
“Do you mean your Tang Family has a mole?” 

“Of course it is not in our family, the mole must be in my eldest uncle’s family.” 
Tang Cao says, “Our family is simple, including my father, my mother, my 
sister, me, and my grandma.” Then he thinks of something and says to Yan 



Hua, “Grandma thought you were dead and she was so sad. She has been 
sick for months, then she lived in the Qingliang Temple.” 

Although Yan Hua does not remember, she always has more patience with 
the elderly. She asks, “Why did she move to the temple?” 

“She wants to pray for you…” Tang Cao scratches his head. “Sister, after the 
accident, our family becomes vegetarian. Mom said that we should 
accumulate morality for you, so that you could be born from a good family in 
your next life.” 

Yan Hua’s eyes turn red. Her confused and guilty eyes make Lang Ruoxian 
take pity on her. 

“It’s not your fault.” Because Tang Cao occupies the sofa, Lang Ruoxian half-
squats on the ground and hugs Yan Hua. He comforts her, “You want to go 
back, but you don’t remember the way home.” 

Tang Cao pouts, trying to push the man away. But when he sees Yan Hua 
sadly relying on Lang Ruoxian’s arms, he draws back his hands. 

“Sister, don’t be sad! Does everything go well now?” Tang Cao takes Yan 
Hua’s hand and shakes several times. “We can pretend that you just study 
abroad for a few years. Right?” 

However, Tang Cao complains secretly that others who study abroad won’t 
bring a husband and a child back. 

“I’m fine. Let’s go on.” Yan Hua sniffs back a tear and asks, “You said the 
mole might be from Eldest Uncle’s family. Right?” 

“Yes. Because his family is so large.” 

When they went skiing, their four family members went there. But more than a 
dozen of Eldest Uncle’s family went there, not including the bodyguards. 

“The family of two cousins-in-law also went there, including the family of 
Eldest Uncle’s wife.” Tang Cao shows the whites of his eyes. “They usually 
want to find opportunities to attach themselves to us. We decided to bring 
them to play abroad at that time. They of course came together.” 



Lang Ruoxian frowns, “Do you remember who were there? We need to check 
one by one.” 

“Sister, do you also think the mole is in Eldest Uncle’s family?” Tang Cao 
deliberately ignores Lang Ruoxian. He says to Yan Hua, “Although those 
idiots have always been against us, they don’t have the courage to hurt you. 
Besides, you as a girl have no conflicts of interest with them.” 

Yan Hua hears something in his words. She asks, “Well, is our relationship 
with Eldest Uncle’s family not good?” 

“We have no conflicts with the elders, and Eldest Uncle really likes you!” Tang 
Cao says proudly. “He likes you more than his two daughters!” 

“So his daughters are jealous of me because I am favored by their father?” 

Tang Cao hesitates to say, “Emmm… Yes!” 

“Tell the truth. Otherwise we can’t find the murderer.” Yan Hua pats him, “Just 
say. Don’t worry!” 

“You must also investigate the situation at our home. Right?” Tang Cao finally 
says to Lang Ruoxian. He is not stupid. 

Lang Ruoxian deliberately asks himself to come. It’s obvious that Lang 
Ruoxian has investigated the Yanjing’s situation before. But Tang Cao doesn’t 
realize what Lang Ruoxian has known. 

“I don’t know how much you found. The reputation of our Tang Family’s 
second branch in Yanjing is… How should I describe it?” Tang Cao tilts his 
head and continues to say. “Anyway, it is not good.” 

Lang Ruoxian says directly, “I know. Everyone says that you are incapable.” 

“… Why don’t you say my sister?” Tang Cao is angry. “They think she is just a 
stupid beautiful woman without a word in her breast!” 

After Tang Cao finishes, he immediately covers his mouth and apologizes to 
Yan Hua, “Sister… Sister, I don’t mean that, I…” 

“I know.” Yan Hua interrupts him. “I’ve read the information. But I don’t think I 
am a stupid beautiful woman.” 



Yan Hua is very strange about that. Although she has no talent in business 
and she can’t study it well, her intelligence is not so bad. 

“Hua is smarter than the average person.” Lang Ruoxian is really clear about 
that. 

Tang Cao stares at him and yells, “Of course, my sister is the smartest in our 
family!” Then he probably thinks something wrong. He adds a sentence, “So is 
my mother!” 

“Eldest Uncle has two daughters…” 

“Right! We have a younger cousin and an elder cousin.” Tang Cao shakes his 
head and says. “The elder cousin marries in Wu Family. Wu Qi belongs to Wu 
Family, but he is from a collateral branch.” 

“The younger cousin…” Tang Cao shows the whites of his eyes. “She’s really 
a super idiot. She is so stupid but she dares to blame you everywhere.” 

Yan Hua blinks, “I have a bad relationship with her?” 

“It seems not really bad. But all persons in the circle know that she is jealous 
of you.” Tang Cao thinks for a while, then he says, “But she should not have 
that courage to hurt you.” 

Lang Ruoxian reminds him, “But she was the last person to see Hua.” 

“But she couldn’t make such a big plan alone.” Yan Hua shakes her head. “If it 
is relative to her, there must be someone behind her!” 

Tang Cao looks at Yan Hua and Lang Ruoxian, and finally asks Yan Hua, 
“Sister, the reason why you’ve talked so much is that you don’t plan to go 
back with me. Right?” 

“… No.” Yan Hua is stunned for a while. Then she explains to him, “I want to 
go back. But I don’t know how to go back.” 

“You can go back anytime for it’s your own home.” Tang Cao is anxious. 

Lang Ruoxian says casually, “For the present Hua, this is her home.” 

Tang Cao is angry. 



“Don’t worry. Let me think about it again.” Yan Hua touches Tang Cao’s head 
to comfort him. She says, “If I go back now without knowing anything or 
anyone, I won’t know what is going on when I am bullied. Do you ever think 
about that?” 

“Who dares to bully you?” Tang Cao pats his thigh angrily, “I will kill him!” 

“Is it not enough to plan Hua’s death?” Lang Ruoxian questions Tang Cao. He 
certainly does not want Yan Hua to be taken away by Tang Cao. Anyway, she 
only needs to know who she is. She belongs to Lang Family when she 
married him. 

Obviously, Tang Cao thinks about it, too. He becomes so anxious. Yan Hua 
finds the time is not early. So she lets the house maid prepare lunch. When 
they are at the table, Shu Sheng comes over and brings the test results. 

“I’ve told you it was no problem!” Tang Cao glances at the result, which shows 
that he is 95% to be Yan Hua’s brothers. 

Tang Cao decides to live in Yan Hua’s house and not to leave. He even asks 
Shu Sheng to help him pick up his luggage as if they are acquaintances. 

“You tell Wu Qi that I really like your boss as I first see him. So I want to live 
with him to make friendly contacts!” 

Shu Sheng twitches his mouth and goes away. When he arrives at the hotel 
and tells to Wu Qi, Wu Qi is shocked. 

“What are you talking about? Why doesn’t he come back?” 

“Mr. Tang said that he wanted to live in our boss’s house.” Shu Sheng hands 
him the mobile phone and says, “Director Wu, please answer the phone and 
listen to him.” 

Wu Qi’s face turns dark when he hangs up. He can only watch Shu Sheng to 
take Tang Cao’s luggage away. When Shu Sheng goes out, Zhang Mingxia is 
worried to ask him, “How can Mr. Tang know Lang Ruoxian?” 

“How can I know that?” Wu Qi walked a few steps and says, “Lang Ruoxian 
has no contact with Yanjing. It is estimated that he wants to take the 
opportunity to know Tang Family after knowing Tang Cao’s identity.” 



“This is no problem. But Mr. Tang…” Zhang Mingxia says strangely. “How 
could he live in a stranger’s house he just met?” 

Wu Qi snorts, “He must plan it!” 

“Then the thing about us and Lang Consortium…” 

“What are you afraid of?” Wu Qi sits down and says, “We obey the formal 
procedures. No one can blame us.” 

But Zhang Mingxia says, “I know. But I always feel terrible in my heart. It 
seems that something bad is going to happen.” 

“You women always like to entertain foolish ideas.” Wu Qi says with anger. 
“Well, the girls in your family shouldn’t always inquire about Tang Cao. He’s 
not the kind of people they can marry.” 

Zhang Mingxia pouts, “But I can marry you.” 

“Oh, you really lift me!” Wu Qi sneers her, “Can I compare with Mr. Tang?” 

Zhang Mingxia does not say anything. 

Before she married Wu Qi, she really thought that since Wu Qi was Wu 
Family’s relative, it’s reasonable that everyone should take care of each other 
because they were family. But after marrying, she begins to know that there is 
a huge gap between the direct line and the collateral line. 

“In any case, you should manage your family.” Wu Qi warns her, “You know 
Mr. Tang’s character. It’s hard to marry into Tang Family. Moreover, if the 
Tang Family’s second branch becomes angry, even that man will be afraid of 
it.” 

Zhang Mingxia nods. Although the Tang Family’s second branch has no real 
power, Tang Cao’s grandma is still alive. It’s said that Tang Cao’s grandfather 
once helped that man who is in the highest position now. That man always 
respects Tang Cao’s grandma. 

Besides, Tang Cao’s grandma is that man’s aunt. 

“Who are you?” Gungun asks. When he goes back from school, he sees a 
man staying in his house who is very similar to his mother. 



Tang Cao also stars at him and asks, “How do you look exactly like Lang 
Ruoxian?” 

“I’m of course the same as Dad!” Gungun says so proudly, “Dad looks good!” 

“Doesn’t Mom look good?” 

“… She also looks good!” 

Gungun bites his fingers, “We all look good!” 

“Am I good-looking?” Tang Cao asks him shamelessly. 

“Yes!” Gungun is very honest to say, “You look like my mother.” 

Tang Cao picks him up and tells him, “I am not others. I am your uncle!” 

“Uncle?” Gungun first looks at him, then looks at Yan Hua. 

Yan Hua nods. 

“Is it… like that Sister Xiaojiu calls Uncle Fei?” 

Tang Cao is confused. What is this child talking about? 

“Yes, that’s true.” Yan Hua smiles. “But this is Gungun’s uncle. He is only your 
uncle, not someone else.” 

Gungun’s eyes suddenly light up, and he hugs Tang Cao and kisses him. He 
calls, “Uncle!” 

Tang Cao is moved by him. He thought that he would not like his sister’s kid 
before because she was pregnant when she lost her memory. When he finds 
Gungun is the same as Lang Ruoxian, he is even more uncomfortable. But he 
now changes his opinion when Gungun calls him. 

“Oh! Good boy. Call me again.” 

“Uncle!” 

“God! I really feel better. Baby, please call me again. Call me ‘Good Uncle’!” 

“Good…” 



“Gungun.” Lang Ruoxian stops Gungun and takes him away. Then he looks at 
the dissatisfied Tang Cao and says, “Where is Gungun’s gift at the first 
meeting?” 

Tang Cao is shocked. 

“I… he…” Stuttering for a long time, Tang Cao finds that it is indeed wrong for 
him. How can he not give the gift to his nephew at the first meeting! 

He takes out his wallet and pulls out a black card. He says, “It belongs to my 
nephew! Just use it casually.” 

“Password.” Lang Ruoxian puts the card into Gungun arms. 

“Eight, eight, eight, eight, eight, eight!” 

The password is so simple. 
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Chapter 185 The Guests from Yanjing 

In the evening, Gungun runs to the Fei Ying’s house to show off that he also 
has an uncle. After a few minutes, Fei Ying comes with Xiaojiu. 

“Who is he?” Fei Ying is so excited when she first sees Tang Cao. She says, 
“Is he your brother? Right? You look the same!” 

Hugging Tang Cao’s thigh, Gungun raises his neck and says proudly, “My 
uncle! He is only my uncle.” 

“Come in first!” Yan Hua pulls Xiaojiu into the house. 

Fei Ying stares at Tang Cao and says, “Your brother really looks like you!” 

“Fei Shan and Fei Yi also look the same!” Yan Hua laughs at her. 

“It’s different. They are brothers!” Fei Ying extends her hand to Tang Cao and 
says, “Hello, I am a good friend of your sister. We are the best friends!” 



Tang Cao has already heard Yan Hua to talk about Fei Ying. He is very 
grateful that his sister has a good friend when she loses her memory. He 
says, “Hello, thank you for taking care of my sister.” 

“Not at all! This is my daughter.” Then she calls her daughter, “Xiaojiu, call 
him uncle.” 

Xiaojiu calls him sweetly, “Uncle! It’s so good that you came. Both Gungun 
and I have uncle now.” 

Is “uncle” so great? Tang Cao is so excited. He feels that this little girl is really 
beautiful. 

“Good girl!” This time he is smart and takes out a gold card to Xiaojiu. “Take it! 
Use it casually!” 

Fei Ying is stunned. It turns out that Yan Hua family is… is a nouveau riche? 

“Don’t always give others cards!” Yan Hua pats Tang Cao and puts the card 
back. “This time you come so suddenly that you don’t prepare the gift at the 
first meeting. It would be better to give them the next time.” 

Tang Cao nods immediately, “I will buy it tomorrow!” 

Fei Ying lets Xiaojiu and Gungun play with Tang Cao. Then she talks with Yan 
Hua in the kitchen. 

“Is it sure? Is he really your brother?” 

“Yeah.” Yan Hua doesn’t want to tell a lie to her. She gives the information to 
Fei Ying. “Read it yourself.” 

After Reading it, Fei Ying is stunned for a few seconds. Then she rushes to 
hug Yan Hua and says, “You are born in an official family!” 

“Go to cut the mango.” Yan Hua smiles and pushes her away. 

Fei Ying gives a salute. “Yes sir!” 

They play for a while. Then Fei Ying looks at the sitting room and says, 
“Although you don’t remember the previous things, I can see that your brother 
should be very close to you before and listen to you very much.” 



“This is true.” Yan Hua hands the plate to her. “Now you know everything. I 
haven’t planned to go back, so keep it secret first.” 

Fei Ying agrees and nods her head. “Of course. I will just tell my brother. Your 
family is in Yanjing! We don’t know people in Yanjing. You should stay here so 
that we can help you if someone bullies you.” 

“Well… Are you going to move to Yanjing in the future?” Fei Ying asks when 
she thinks of something, “What about Lang Ruoxian?” 

Yan Hua is loading the mango. She stops for a while when hearing Fei Ying’s 
words. Then she blinks, “I don’t know. Let’s talk about it later!” 

In the evening, Tang Cao plays with Gungun all the time until Yan Hua asks 
them to sleep. Lang Ruoxian has already taken a shower and is lying in bed. 
Yan Hua is also taken into his arms when she finishes showering. 

“Don’t be stressed. I will always be with you whether in Yanjing or here.” The 
man kisses her gently. Then they lie down together. Yan Hua rubs on his 
chest. 

“I think it is good for us because no one knows that I am still alive besides 
Tang Cao.” Yan Hua says. 

Lang Ruoxian says, “I will bring Tang Cao to company tomorrow. Wu Qi will 
definitely come to find him. It will have no problem if Wu Qi doesn’t doubt it.” 

“But if we don’t go back, will it be more difficult for us to check the things of 
that year?” Yan Hua asks him. 

“Let me think over again.” Lang Ruoxian takes her hand and says, “If you told 
your parents that you were still alive, would they…” 

“They would be very happy!” Yan Hua thinks of the parents’ attitude towards 
her in the material and Tang Cao’s words. “They should love me so much.” 

Lang Ruoxian smiles and says, “Then we should tell your parents, and your 
grandma.” 

“Shall we ask them to come here?” Yan Hua is hesitant. 

Lang Ruoxian rolls over and presses on her. “Don’t think about it. Let’s do the 
most important thing first…” 



They still don’t know at this time that someone has already made a decision 
for them. 

The next day, Tang Cao actively sends Gungun to kindergarten, and then 
Lang Ruoxian takes him to the company. 

“Why do you ask me to come?” Tang Cao is sitting in Lang Ruoxian’s office 
discontentedly. “Do you need me to inspect your company?” 

Lang Ruoxian asks Shu Sheng to open the wine cabinet and says, “Make 
yourself. Wu Qi will definitely come today. Do you know how to say?” 

“What do you mean?” Tang Cao looks blank. “Do I need to explain it to him?” 

“There’s been some bad feeling between him and me.” Lang Ruoxian feels 
that he can’t depend on the intelligence of this drama queen. So he first tells 
Tang Cao the thing about Yan Hua and Gao Family. Then he says that Wu Qi 
planned Lang Consortium by using his position. 

Tang Cao begins to be angry when he hears that Gungun was injured by Gao 
Family’s grandson. 

“My God! I want to beat that bad child. How dare they hit Gungun and bully 
my sister! Did you only imprison the old woman for three days? You should 
imprison her for three months! No, three years!” 

Tang Cao’s words are more and more outrageous. Lang Ruoxian interrupts 
him, “So Wu Qi doesn’t want you to go too close with me.” 

“Who is he?” Tang Cao snorts and shows the whites of his eyes. “Do I need to 
let him agree who I want to play with?” 

“But now is a very special period.” Lang Ruoxian feels that the content in the 
material still has a certain basis. His wife’s brother is definitely a good 
example of playboy. 

Tang Cao gives him a look. “What kind of period is it?” 

“We’d better not let others know your sister before we think of proper ways to 
handle it. Of course, except our family, you can inform my parents-in-law and 
arrange them to secretly come to see Hua.” 



Tang Cao’s eyes begin to look other places. He says, “I have already said it to 
them!” 

“… When?” 

“Last night.” 

He has called to Yanjing in his room last night. 

“But I didn’t talk about you.” Tang Cao shakes his head. “You can give a 
surprise to my parents when they come here.” 

Lang Ruoxian feels that it must be a shock rather than a surprise. He has to 
remind himself that he can’t show his anger because this guy is his wife’s 
brother. 

“When will they arrive?” Lang Ruoxian asks after he kneads between the 
eyebrows. 

“At noon!” Tang Cao looks at his watch and says, “They choose an early flight. 
You don’t have to pick them up. I’ve sent the address to them.” 

Tang Cao is so considerate… 

“Young Master.” Shu Sheng knocks at the door and says, “Wu Qi comes.” 

Before Lang Ruoxian speaks, Tang Cao first yells, “Does that fat man really 
come?” 

“Remember that when he asks you, you should say that yesterday you had 
conflicts with others on the roadside, and I helped you. So you think that I am 
a good person and want to live in my house.” Lang Ruoxian reminds Tang 
Cao. 

Lang Ruoxian sees Tang Cao doesn’t care about that. So he warns him, “You 
can’t let him doubt anything, or people in Yanjing will know it. It is not good for 
your sister.” 

As soon as he mentions Yan Hua, Tang Cao’s attitude changes immediately. 

“Okay, okay! I know.” 



When Wu Qi comes in, Tang Cao, the Second Young Master of Tang Family, 
is sitting on the sofa with red wine in his hands, as if he is the real master in 
this place. 

“Why do you come so early? Come and sit down!” Tang Cao says. 

Wu Qi calls him with smile. Then he looks at Lang Ruoxian and says, “Mr. 
Lang, I’m so sorry that I come unasked!” 

“Director Wu, you’re welcome. Please sit down. Would you like something to 
drink?” 

“Mr. Lang, don’t be so polite to me. I just come to see Mr. Tang.” Wu Qi sits 
down opposite the Tang Cao and says, “I think Mr. Lang has always known 
the identity of him. It makes me under great pressure!” 

Lang Ruoxian asks others to make tea for them. Then he curls his lips when 
he sees Tang Cao shows the whites of his eyes. Lang Ruoxian says, “Mr. 
Tang is a frank person. Director Wu, don’t be so nervous.” 

“Oh? I don’t know how Mr. Lang met Mr. Tang yesterday.” 

“Hey!” Tang Cao shouts, “Why do you care about how we know each other? 
Can’t I make a friend?” 

Wu Qi has long been accustomed to the attitude of Tang Cao. He still smiles 
and says, “I take you here. Of course, I am responsible of you. Otherwise I 
can’t explain it to my cousin when we go back!” 

“Director Wu is so responsible.” Lang Ruoxian says casually, “In fact, it was a 
coincidence. When I left the company, I just saw Mr. Tang quarreled with 
passers-by, so I helped him.” 

Tang Cao snorts, “A stupid person stepped on my feet. He dared to say that I 
wore a fake brand name. I of course had to teach her a lesson. His eyes were 
disgusting.” 

Wu Qi measures their words in his heart. It sounds that this is a true story of 
this playboy. After all, the father and his son of Tang Family once beat the 
person who had criticized their ugly clothes secretly in the feast. 



“Mr. Lang, I have to thank you!” To make sure that there is nothing to be 
doubtful, Wu Qi says few words politely. 

Lang Ruoxian waves his hand and says, “It is my pleasure to be able to make 
friends with Mr. Tang.” 

When Wu Qi hears his words, he isn’t doubtful completely. Apparently, Lang 
Ruoxian just wants to contact Tang Family. But unfortunately, Wu Qi thinks, 
Lang Ruoxian makes a wrong decision. Tang Family’s second branch is 
incapable people. It’s useless to ask them for help. 

“Mr. Tang. Would you like to go back with me?” Wu Qi asks after he thinks of 
something. 

Tang Cao gives him a look and asks, “Why should I go back?” 

“Well!” Wu Qi smiles and looks at Lang Ruoxian. He says, “Mr. Lang, please 
take care of Mr. Tang. You can contact me at any time if something happens!” 

I’m happy if you don’t want to go back, Wu Qi thinks. Let Lang Ruoxian to take 
care of him! It’s hard to play up to rich second generation. 

When Wu Qi leaves, Lang Ruoxian takes the car key. 

“Where do you go?” Tang Cao asks. 

“Back home.” 

When Yan Hua knows that Tang Cao has told his family about her things, she 
stares at him angrily. 

“Sister, don’t look at me like this!” Tang Cao rolls himself into her arms like a 
little peppy. He says, “If Dad and Mom know that I find you but don’t tell them, 
they will peel off my skin.” 

Lang Ruoxian hugs Yan Hua to comforts her, “It’s okay. Since we decide to 
inform them, it’s good to tell them earlier.” 

“But I am not ready yet!” Yan Hua pouts her mouth. 

She has no pressure to see Tang Cao. But it’s different to see her parents… 



“Why do you have to prepare?” Tang Cao says with his innocent and cute 
face. “They are our parents. You don’t need to prepare to see them!” 

Yan Hua wants to ignore him. She asks, “When will they arrive?” 

“It’s soon…” 

“I should tell house maid to add food at lunch.” Yan Hua keeps her face 
straight and goes to the kitchen. 

Tang Cao scratches his head with confusion. He asks, “What happened to my 
sister?” 

“She’s nervous.” Lang Ruoxian looks at his wife’s brother, and cannot help but 
think about the character of his parents-in-law. He can’t understand how they 
can bring up Hua and Tang Cao who have totally different characters and… 
IQ. 

Almost at noon, the security guard calls Yan Hua that some people are 
looking for her at the door. Yan Hua lets them come in, and waits at the door 
of the villa with Lang Ruoxian and Tang Cao. Tang Cao thinks that she is too 
formal to welcome her parents as if they are guests. 

As the car just stops, a figure rushes down. 

“Hey! My sweet daughter…” 

The cries of lamentation rise to the heaven! 
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Chapter186 Parents-in-law Arrive! 

To be honest, it is the first time of Yan Hua to see a man in his 40s crying with 
snots and tears. However, when she sees Tang Cao’s calm eyes, she knows 
that it is definitely not the first time. 

“Hua… Hua!” The woman stumbles behind the people and weeps silently. 
She holds out Yan Hua’s hand to watch her. 



The father is tall and strong with beautiful facial features. But now he is not 
very good-looking when crying. The mother is gentle and beautiful, and time 
has left no trace on her. Only a faint sadness can be seen on her face. 

Yan Hua feels even more guilty. She does not remember the two old people 
and cannot repay their equal feelings. 

“Dear daughter!” Tang Yao cries like a child. He has been calling Yan Hua’s 
name for a long time. His eyes stare at her and he murmurs, “You become 
thin…” 

Bai Susu pushes her husband aside. She takes Yan Hua’s hand and sobs 
without wiping her tears. She says, “It’s good to be alive! When you leave us, 
our family is also separated.” 

“Father-in-law, mother-in-law, let’s talk about in the house!” Lang Ruoxian 
says. At the same time, the atmosphere is instantly broken. 

Tang Yao almost jumps up with anger. He shouts, “Who are you? Who are 
your father-in-law and mother-in-law? “ 

Tang Yao are definitely the father of Tang Cao, Lang Ruoxian thinks. Tang 
Cao’s pet phrase is also “who are you?” 

“Shut up!” Bai Susu stares at her husband. 

Tang Yao immediately loses his nerve. He only dares to mutter in a low voice. 

“You are Ruoxian. Right?” Bai Susu looks at Lang Ruoxian with loving eyes. 
She says, “Thank you for taking care of Hua. We Tang Family cannot repay 
your kindness.” 

“We have given sister to him. Why do we still have to repay him?” Tang Cao 
mutters. 

His father is here. He is Tang Cao’s friendly forces, which means they can 
overwhelm the enemy together. It’s the best time for them and they shouldn’t 
wait! 

Into the villa, Bai Susu looks around the building and she is relieved finally. 
Although the decoration is not too luxurious, it is exquisite, showing the host’s 
enthusiasm for home, including the flowers in the vase. 



Each bundle blooms at the right moment. It seems that they change it every 
day. Obviously, her daughter lives very well. Otherwise, she will not have time 
to do these things. 

“To be honest, when I first heard that Hua was married, I was very anxious.” 
Bai Susu takes her daughter to sit down. Lang Ruoxian sees Tang Yao and 
Tang Cao trying to shrink their bodies desperately on the same sofa that Bai 
Susu and Yan Hua sit. 

Lang Ruoxian coughs and sits down alone on the opposite side. When Bai 
Susu narrows her eyes, his father-in-law and brother-in-law immediately come 
over to him… 

“She is good-looking, and I believe there are few in the country that look better 
than her.” Bai Susu touches Yan Hua’s face and says, “But so what… It’s the 
nature of men to like new things and hate old ones. If they look at the same 
beautiful woman every day, they will feel bored.” 

Tang Yao quickly raises his hand and says, “I’m not bored. I think you are the 
most beautiful woman!” 

“I also know what she went through before she married you.” Bai Susu 
ignores her husband and continues to say, “When I thought of my darling 
couldn’t remember anything, waking up in a foreign country alone and was 
brought home by a scumbag to endure the bullying and abuse of that family, 
my heart aches to death.” 

Even if she loses her memory, Yan Hua is deeply moved. The rim of her eye 
becomes red and she wants to say something. But Bai Susu pats her on the 
hand. 

“It’s Mom and Dad’s fault. We didn’t take care of you well and we lost you. In 
the past five years, I have nightmares every night and I dreamed you being 
alone in a dark and cold place.” 

“Mom… Mom.” Yan Hua finally cries out, “Don’t be sad. I’m fine, really! I 
haven’t suffered anything. Look! You know your daughter. Right? Even in a 
difficult situation, I will make myself very well.” 

Tang Yao begins to cry again. Maybe Tang Cao also wants to do something 
for the occasion. He follows his father to cry, too. 



“I know!” Bai Susu hugs her, “But I miss you… Hua… I miss you so much.” 

“Ooh!” Tang Yao joins them and hugs the mother and daughter to cry loudly. 

Tang Cao also wants to hug them, but there is no place for him… 

“Dad and Mom.” When Lang Ruoxian sees Yan Hua crying, he quickly 
comforts her, “Hua, don’t cry. Or they won’t stop crying.” 

Yan Hua takes the paper towel to wipe Bai Susu’s tears and says, “I’m sorry, 
Mom.” 

She finally realizes that although she doesn’t remember anything in the past 
five years, she is happier because she loses her memory. Bud her family 
suffers painfully because of her death in a foreign land and the pain of losing 
daughter and their broken family. 

The dead are long gone, and the living still have to live. It’s easy to say, but 
it’s hard to do it. 

“I’m sorry…” Yan Hua cries. 

When Bai Susu sees her daughter is so sad, she forgets her sadness to 
comfort her daughter. 

“Silly girl. It’s good to find you! It is a pity that you are in such a close place but 
we can’t find you.” Bai Susu’s eyes look fierce for a moment, which is totally 
different from her previous gentle demeanor. She says, “When I find out who 
did it, I will definitely not let him go!” 

Tang Yao claps his thigh and says, “Beat and maim him. Make him regret 
coming to this world!” 

Tang Cao is excited to shout, “Yes, yes, yes!” 

“Hah, hah!” Yan Hua smiles through tears. “Dad…” She calls Tang Yao. 

Tang Yao answers her and begins to cry again. 

“All right. Don’t cry!” Bai Susu takes a deep breath and says, “I didn’t expect 
we could be reunited in our lifetime.” She smiles at Lang Ruoxian, “No matter 
how you get together, since my daughter has married you, you are the son-in-
law of our Tang Family.” 



“That’s not sure…” Tang Yao whispers, “Hua’s current identity is false. So 
their marriage certificate is ineffective…” 

Bai Susu gives him a special look. Yan Hua still doesn’t understand the 
meaning of the look. But when she regains her memory and understands it 
later, she just wants to laugh. 

Yan Hua specially prepares the very fresh seafood at lunch. Tang Yao and his 
son obviously like it, and their mouths don’t stop eating during the time. Bai 
Susu wants to shell the shrimps for Yan Hua at the beginning, but later she 
finds that she doesn’t need to do it at all. 

Lang Ruoxian does everything. 

So Bai Susu is more and more satisfied with this son-in-law. 

“All right, let’s talk about it since we have finished eating and drinking.” Bai 
Susu says and she personally brews a pot of fruit scented tea. Everyone sits 
in the small flower hall. 

Yan Hua takes a sip of fruit tea and says, “It’s great!” It’s different from what 
she usually drinks. 

Yan Hua just enjoys the tea and has no other expression. Bai Susu is a little 
disappointed when she sees that. 

“Mom…” Yan Hua doesn’t know if she said something wrong. 

Tang Cao interrupts, “Our mother’s fruit tea is different from others. It tastes 
sweeter with salt. She thought you would remember it because you liked it 
best. “ 

“Sorry.” Yan Hua doesn’t know how to say. 

Bai Susu takes her hand and says, “Why do you say sorry about this? It 
doesn’t matter that you forget us. We can restart! “ 

“Yes, yes, yes!” Tang Yao closes to them and says, “Dear daughter, it doesn’t 
matter if you never remember us. We can tell you bit by bit.” 

Yan Hua and Lang Ruoxian looks at each other. Lang Ruoxian always keeps 
gentle today so that his parents-in-law can regard him as their son-in-law. He 
frowns slightly and says, “Dad, do you mean…” 



“Your father and I have already discussed it on the way here.” Bai Susu’s 
attitude is formal. “It doesn’t matter if you don’t remember the past. We’ll tell 
you. It’s not that complicated.” 

Yanjing’s circle of noble women is not large. Yan Hua has no need to woo 
anyone with her status. Even if those people are jealous of her and don’t like 
her, few people dare to make trouble to Tang Family. 

“You just have to remember the two branches of Tang Family.” Bai Susu 
smiles, “As for the social circle…” 

“Sister, you have no social circle at all!” Tang Cao shouts and is kicked by 
Tang Yao. 

“That’s because they are jealous of your sister and dare not stand with her!” 
Tang Yao says. 

Bai Susu snorts, “Indeed, how dare those plastic faces compare with my 
daughter?” 

Yan Hua is speechless. 

Her family’s style is really frank, not affected at all! Yan Hua thinks. 

“Hua, we will make a list for you later and tell you all the people and things 
related to you.” Bai Susu goes on to say, “It may be a little hard, but you don’t 
need to remember all of it. When you go back, let Tang Cao follow you 
everywhere. He will remind you when you see anyone.” 

“You mean that you let me pretend not to have amnesia in front of people?” 
Yan Hua understands. She also thinks it is a good idea. 

But Lang Ruoxian frowns more deeply. He says, “Mom, I think it is too 
dangerous. We haven’t found the person who hurt Hua. If she just goes back 
without remembering everything…” 

In his opinion, even if he has done all his work, he can’t make sure that there 
will be no accidents. The family cannot follow Hua 24 hours a day. They may 
not know everything between her and others. 



“I know you are really good for Hua.” Bai Susu’s attitude towards Lang 
Ruoxian is better than that of her son. She explains, “But if she stays here all 
the time, she may never regain her memory.” 

Before they come, they have consulted a doctor who has been their friend for 
many years. The doctor said that Hua should return to her old environment 
and gradually increase her familiarity. She will regain her memory one day. 

“None of us thought of the accident at that time. Now we are on guard and no 
one dares to hurt Hua in Yanjing.” Bai Susu looks at her daughter and says, 
“Of course, this is only our opinion. If you don’t want to go back, you can stay 
here.” 

Tang Yao nods, “Anyway, there are only two companies in our family. It will be 
good to move one here.” 

“We can also eat seafood here!” Tang Cao says. 

Lang Ruoxian becomes silent. He has no position to express his opinions on 
the family members who consider everything for Yan Hua. Although he does 
not want Yan Hua to return to that power center, he could not change her 
identity. 

“Why don’t you… let Hua think for a few days?” Lang Ruoxian suggests, “Just 
regard it as a travel and stay longer.” 

Bai Susu nods smilingly and restores her gentle and beautiful appearance. 
She says, “We just come out to play! People in Yanjing think we are traveling! 
“ 

“Great!” Yan Hua just doesn’t know what to do. Hearing her mother’s words, 
she suddenly relaxes. Yan Hua says, “Gungun must be very happy. 
Yesterday he had an uncle, and today he has grandparents.” 

Bai Susu becomes excited. She asks, “Gungun is a nickname, isn’t it? What is 
his full name?” 

“It’s Lang Xuanyuan. Lang Family’s Old Master made…” 

“We will visit him when we have the chance.” 

“Sister, look…” 



The afternoon sun reflects a beautiful halo in front of the French window. 
Seeing Yan Hua surrounded by her family, Lang Ruoxian thinks that she no 
longer needs him. He suddenly has a sense of loss in his heart. 

But when he sees her happy smile, he thinks it doesn’t matter. If Yan Hua 
really wants to go back, he will naturally be with her. They are the family! They 
should be together wherever they go. 
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Chapter 187 The Family Reunion 

Yan Hua goes upstairs to clean up the room for her parents. Lang Ruoxian 
follows her. 

“You…” Yan Hua says. 

“I will go to Yanjing with you.” Lang Ruoxian hugs her from her back and says, 
“Lang Consortium has a branch office in Yanjing, but… I can’t move the 
center of company to there.” 

Half of Lang Consortium industries are related to port trade. If a large 
consortium of nearly a thousand people moves from south to north, it will be 
the same as the ancient emperor moves its capital. Besides, Yanjing is the 
capital that is full of officials everywhere. 

“Don’t dislike me. Okay?” Lang Ruoxian says, “I just thought about it. I can 
hand it over to Lang Yukun. The company in Yanjing is not big. I can’t be the 
powerful president anymore…” 

Yan Hua is actually very nervous about it. But she begins to laugh instantly 
when hearing his pitiful words. 

“I feel very sorry. Am I too selfish?” Yan Hua turns and hugs him. “Here is 
your home, but you have to go far away from here because of me.” 

Lang Ruoxian rubs on her head and says, “For me, the place where you are is 
my home. I am afraid to grieve you…” 

The identity of the Tang Family is so high, and its social circle is full of rich 
and powerful people. Not to mention the manager of a small company, even 



Lang Ruoxian’s identity is not enough. After all, his family has been doing 
business for generations. How can they compare with the Tang Family which 
has high officials for generations? 

“How can I be wronged?” Yan Hua says in his arms. “I hope you will 
accompany me, so I feel I’m very selfish.” 

For her, even her three family members who treat her so well is now 
unfamiliar. Her only relatives are Gungun and Lang Ruoxian. Her friends are 
Fei Ying and others. 

“I understand.” Lang Ruoxian certainly knows her fears and worries. “I will 
stay with you, including Gungun. And we will follow you wherever you go.” 

In the evening, Lang Ruoxian goes to pick up Gungun. Tang Cao wants to go 
with him. Later, Tang Yao also wants to go together. But Bai Susu stops him. 

“Tang Cao can go there because Gungun has seen him. If you suddenly go 
there, you may scare the child.” 

Tang Yao immediately shakes his head, “Well, I won’t go there!” 

“I will talk about you to Gungun on the road.” Tang Cao has a sense of 
superiority in seeing his nephew first. 

Tang Yao reminds him jealously, “Remember to praise me and your mom!” 

Lang Ruoxian leaves with Tang Cao. Tang Yao walks back and forth at the 
door. Bai Susu and Yan Hua are preparing dinner. Bai Susu is so happy when 
she sees her daughter still doesn’t know how to cook. 

“Today, I will personally cook!” Bai Susu claims and wears the apron. Yan 
Hua is a little embarrassed. She thinks for a while and decides to squeeze 
juice. 

Bai Susu says while cutting vegetables, “We haven’t let you stay in the kitchen 
since you were young. Your grandma said that the girl who we brought up 
delicately shouldn’t marry into another family to cook. Don’t think that your 
brother is just a playboy. He has been learning to cook with me since he was 
young.” 



“Really?” Yan Hua asks in surprise. Then she looks at Tang Yao who stands 
by the window and looks out. 

Bai Susu also looks at her husband and says, “Your dad also knows how to 
cook. Your grandma has taught him.” 

“Mom…” Yan Hua suddenly calls her, “Please tell me more about Grandma.” 

Bai Susu smiles, “Okay!” 

“You don’t know. When I saw the thing about you and He Mingkai, I couldn’t 
wait to rush to his house angrily.” After a while, Bai Susu begins to say, “How 
dare his mother do this to you. It’s definitely the abuse.” 

When Yan Hua was taken home by He Mingkai, Lyu Yan didn’t like her, 
always looking for various reasons to torture her. The first thing she did was to 
let Yan Hua and house maid cook the whole family’s meal together. Yan Hua 
knew that she lived in others’ house and also wanted to repay He Mingkai’s 
good deeds for her. So she studied hard to cook at that time. 

“In fact, it’s not too terrible…” Yan Hua recalls it and says. She couldn’t tell the 
difference between salt and sugar. She couldn’t cook the delicious dish… 
Later, Lyu Yan really couldn’t stand it and gave up torturing her. She decided 
to let Yan Hua go to the company to help He Mingkai. 

Yan Hua was a secretary at that time. But in fact, Lyu Yan asked the 
company’s people to torture her to be a tea girl. Yan Hua couldn’t do it well, 
either. She didn’t know how to use the duplicator and print the document. She 
didn’t know how to make tea or coffee, either. 

Later, He Mingkai was really troubled by her, and asked her to come back. 

“Fortunately, you didn’t learn it well.” Bai Susu says happily, “It seems that our 
family’s education is still very strong.” 

Yan Hua’s eyes bend and she smiles, “I was really depressed at the time. I 
felt that I was too stupid to learn new things.” 

“Who said that?” Bai Susu pinches her face. “The smartest one in our family is 
you!” 



Bai Susu puts the vegetables in the pot and says, “Let’s find spare time to 
look back and let you see how good my daughter is!” 

“They are back!” Tang Yao shouts at the door. His voice almost changes 
because of excitement. 

“Your dad is very frustrated on the plane and said that he didn’t accompany 
Gungun to grow up. He was afraid that Gungun wouldn’t like him.” Bai Susu 
looks at her excited husband with her gentle eyes. She says, “I said that as 
long as he was Hua’s child, he would definitely like us.” 

Yan Hua feels that her mom must love her dad very much. She thinks of the 
boring things from the investigation and shakes her head. She doesn’t believe 
that now. 

It seems that other people’s view about her family is not true… 

“Grandpa?” Gungun stares at Tang Yao with his big eyes as soon as he 
comes in. 

Although Tang Yao has seen Gungun’s photos, he is shocked when he sees 
Gungun in reality. 

“How… How does Gungun look like that guy so much?” 

Is it said that son is like his mother? Why does Gungun look like Lang 
Ruoxian instead of his daughter? 

“Does Grandpa not like Gungun?” The little eyes of Gungun become dimmed, 
and he turns to look at his uncle. On the way home, Uncle tells Gungun that 
mom’s parents, his grandparents, come and they love Gungun so much. 

Clap! Bai Susu pats Tang Yao on his body and says, “Why do you say this 
nonsense?” 

Tang Yao accepts it very well. He is obviously used to it. 

“No, no!” He says quickly, “Grandpa likes Gungun so much.” 

He is going to lose his grandson. Tang Yao is desperate. 

“Gungun, come here!” Bai Susu pushes her husband away and stretches her 
hands out to Gungun. 



Gungun slowly comes over and looks at her, “Grandma!” 

“Good boy!” Bai Susu picks up the chubby boy to sit down on the sofa. “I’m 
sorry, Gungun. Grandparents just find you and your mom. Don’t blame us, 
please.” 

Gungun looks at Yan Hua. And Yan Hua smiles at him. She says, “This is 
Mom’s father and mother. They are your grandma and grandpa.” 

She originally wanted to teach Gungun to call his grandparents in the way of 
southern side. But they will go to the northern soon. So it is suitable to call 
them in the northern way. 

“Doesn’t Grandma know Mom and Gungun before?” Gungun raises his head 
and asks. This is what Tang Cao said on the way home. 

Tang Cao said as follow. 

“You and my sister, who is your mom, were taken away by the bad guys. 
Grandparents and I have looked for you for a long time. In the future, I will 
protect you and your mom. No one can bully you.” 

At this time, he paused for a while to look at Lang Ruoxian who was driving a 
car. 

“Including your dad!” 

Gungun also refuted him, “Dad will not bully my mom. Er… He just 
occasionally bullies me.” 

As a result, Tang Cao began to ask Gungun how Lang Ruoxian bullied him. 
Gungun said that he didn’t want to eat green pepper, but Lang Ruoxian asked 
him to eat… 

“Now I know. So I will take you home!” Tang Yao quickly closes to Gungun, 
for fear that Gungun doesn’t talk to him because he didn’t perform well before. 

Gungun looks at him for a while. Then he stretches out his chubby arm and 
says, “Grandpa, hug me!” 

“Oh my God!” Tang Yao hugs the white and chubby boy into his arms, and he 
is so happy. 



Suddenly he feels that it’s okay for Gungun to look like Lang Ruoxian. Maybe 
he will look like his daughter when he grows up… 

“Okay! Let’s eat!” Bai Susu looks at the time and she thinks the food should 
be good. 

Gungun has eaten some food in the kindergarten. So at this time, he usually 
watches cartoons in the sitting room, or goes to find Xiaojiu to play. But today, 
he walks into the dining room and climbs into his children’s chair. 

“Did you eat less in the kindergarten?” Yan Hua asks him while serving the 
dish. 

Gungun shakes his head. “I’m full. But everyone is here. I want to eat dinner 
with you.” 

“Yes! Tell Grandpa if you want to eat something.” Tang Yao says and quickly 
sits next to Gungun. 

Gungun’s eyes suddenly light up. “Grandpa, I want to eat ice-cream.” 

“Okay. I’ll take…” 

“Ahem.” Yan Hua suddenly coughs, and Bai Susu glances at her husband. 
She blames him, “You should ask if Gungun can eat it.” 

Tang Yao quickly loses his courage, “My good daughter, can Gungun eat ice-
cream?” 

“He doesn’t usually eat it. The weather is not hot now.” Yan Hua gives Tang 
Yao a bowl of porridge and says, “He can eat it actually. But he coughs a little 
these days. Gungun, can we eat it in a few days?” 

Gungun agrees and lowers his head to drink juice disappointedly. 

Tang Yao feel so sorry for Gungun. He looks at Tang Cao who shows a 
gesture of yeah to him. 

“…” Yan Hua is a bit stunned and doesn’t know what the father and son will 
do. 

But Bai Susu has a look at them and says nothing. 



Lang Ruoxian rarely talks all the time. He just takes care of Yan Hua to eat 
and helps Bai Susu to the food with chopsticks. After the meal, Bai Susu calls 
Lang Ruoxian to have a talk in study. 

“Hua, just sit there. Your dad and your brother will wash the dishes.” 

Yan Hua is speechless. 

“I am going to play the robot with Gungun!” Tang Cao first picks Gungun up. 

Tang Yao is slower. He says, “I… I will accompany Gungun. You should go to 
wash the dishes!” 

“Dad, can you play robots?” Tang Cao hugs Gungun and runs to the sitting 
room. 

Tang Yao wants to chase them out. Then he sees Yan Hua cleaning up the 
table. He returns immediately and says, “My dear daughter, you should have 
a rest. Let me wash them.” 

“Can I wash with you?” Yan Hua smiles sweetly. 

Tang Yao begins to cry again, “Oh… I can finally wash the dishes with my 
daughter again. It has been five years…” 

“… Dad.” Yan Hua is able neither to cry nor to laugh. She gives him a tissue. 

“You just need to put them in the kitchen. Don’t touch the water.” Tang Yao 
wipes his tears and picks up his sleeves to start washing dishes. 

Fei Ying and Chen Hong know that Yan Hua’s family come over. So they want 
to have a meal together. Fei Ying calls Yan Hua carefully. 

“Can Uncle and Aunt eat with us?” 

Yan asks strangely, “Why can’t they? Let’s order a restaurant with the good 
privacy.” 

“But it’s Tang Family!” Fei Ying says when she finds her friend does not catch 
the key. She shouts, “They are the people who are always seen at CCTV.” 



“That is my eldest uncle’s family, not us.” Yan Hua smiles. “Our family just 
opens a small company. Maybe it is not so big enough as your family’s 
company!” 

Fei Ying thinks for a while. Then she thinks maybe Yan Hua is right. Anyway, 
whichever the family is, she is still the friend of Yan Hua. 

“Okay, I will arrange it at tomorrow night!” 
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Chapter 188 The First Act 

While eating with a few of Yan Hua’s friends, Bai Susu finds that her company 
has a partnership with Fei Yi’s company, but they have never seen each other 
before. 

“If I met you earlier, Yan Hua might have been found earlier.” Fei Yi says 
regrettably. 

Bai Susu waves her hand and says, “Don’t say that. I regret that I haven’t met 
you earlier. Thanks for your care of Hua, I’m looking forward to your visiting to 
Yanjing in the future.” 

“Grandma!” Xiaojiu comes to Bai Susu’s side while nobody notices. 

She likes this new grandmother very much because Bai Susu gave her a 
Barbie pink piano, but… 

“Are you taking Gungun away?” Xiao Jiu is about to cry, “Can you not take 
him away? I can’t go without him.” 

The first half of the sentence is heart-wrenching, but the second half is funny. 

Bai Susu touches her head and says, “Gungun has to go home. Xiaojiu, you 
also want him to be with his family, right? Besides, it won’t take much time to 
go to Yanjing by plane. You can go there to play with Gungun on the 
weekends or holidays. Have you ever been to Yanjing?” 

“No, I haven’t. Is there interesting?” Yanjing catches Xiaojiu’s attention. 



Tang Cao flaunts, “It must be fun! It is the capital! Do you know what the 
capital is? It’s the most important place in our country. If it starts a war 
there…” 

“Ahem…” Yan Hua coughs. 

Tang Cao smiles, “Sorry, I have forgotten! Our cutie is too young to 
understand this.” 

“Xiaojiu,” Mingxi pulls Xiaojiu into his arms,” Gungun’s family finally finds him, 
and he has to go with his grandparents. I’ll stay with you forever, as Grandma 
said, I’ll take you to Yanjing to visit Gungun on holiday.” 

To be honest, Xiaojiu is smart although she’s young. She stays peaceful if she 
understands what people say. On the contrast, Yan Hua worries about 
Gungun more. She stares at her son all the time, but her chubby son has no 
reaction and keeps eating pudding attentively. 

Having finished the dinner, Fei Yi and Chen Hong both get Bai Susu’s clear 
invitation, which is investing in Yanjing. One party rules China, and Yanjing is 
the center of power. 

Although they can run their business easily in the three coastal provinces, 
they can be nothing in Yanjing. Fei Yi and Chen Hong naturally understand 
and intend to sort out a set of plans as soon as possible, in order to enter the 
capital market. 

Wu Qi hears from his men that Tang Yao and Bai Susu has come to G City 
and thinks they are wrong. He calls Tang Cao right away and asks him in a 
roundabout way. 

“Have you had a good time these days, my Second Young Master? Do you 
have time to have dinner with your friends here?” 

Tang Cao takes the mobile phone making signs with his eyes to the people 
opposite, and then replies in a dandy tone, “I have no f**king friends here, 
what’s more, my queen mother is here, so I have no time to take care of 
others.” 

Tang Yao calls Bai Susu queen, and his son calls her queen mother outside. 
In the circle, this is not a secret. Many people also laugh at Tang Yao to rely 
on his wife. 



“Mr. Tang and Mrs. Tang are here?” Wu Qi is surprised. It seems that his men 
were right, but why do they come to G City? 

Tang Cao says impatiently, “What do you mean? Can’t they come there?” 

“That’s not what I mean, of course. I mean, do they come there for travel?” 

“That’s right!” Tang Cao shouts, “Do you have serious problems? If you 
haven’t, I’m hanging up.” 

Wu Qi won’t let him hang up like this, so he hurriedly says,” I have to invite Mr. 
and Mrs. Tang to dinner! May you set the time, my Second Young Master?” 

“That’s fine, See you tomorrow!” Tang Cao hangs up. 

They have been waiting for this for a few days. Wu Qi finally calls to Tang 
Cao. 

Bai Susu claps, “We’ll put on a wonderful show tomorrow! That’s our 
rehearsal before coming back to Yanjing. 

“That’s right!” Tang Yao says, “Don’t be afraid, Hua. If we can cheat Wu Qi, 
that’s no problem with others.” 

For one who takes the official career, and can go to the top, in addition to the 
background, the most important thing is his mind. A fool, even if his father is 
emperor, can’t be Crown Prince. Wu Qi is Yan Hua’s test. And if he knows 
that Yan is the eldest daughter of the Tang family, then other people in 
Yanjing will soon be know that. 

“Mr. Tang, Mrs. Tang!” The next day Wu Qi personally greets them at the door 
of the private room, and doesn’t take care of Lang Ruoxian and Yan Hua. 

Wu Qi’s men said that the two have also moved to Lang Ruoxian’s house. Wu 
Qi guesses that it must be determined by Tang Cao. If Lang Ruoxian really 
holds the bond with him, he will naturally do him a favor, and the next tender 
will be Lang Consortium. 

“How is Director Wu’s work going?” Tang Yao asks in a bureaucratic voice, 
with a knowing look, “I think everything here is good: the air is fresh, there is 
no haze, and seafood is so delicious.” 

It has no f**king relationship with my work! 



“Please don’t call me that. I’m the younger generation. You can call me by my 
name, please. After inspection these days, our port trade is indeed very 
strong. I put forward a few suggestions for them to make a proposal at the 
Congress held in spring, which would give more autonomy over the 
economies of the three coastal provinces if passed.” 

What does he mean? Tao Yao can’t understand. 

“Don’t talk about that during dinner!” Bai Susu raises the glass, “Let me 
introduce my daughter and my son-in-law, Wu…” 

Bang! Wu Qi’s glass falls on the table. 

“Dau-daughter?” He looks at Yan Hua shocked, and then says to Bai Susu, “Is 
it a joke, Mrs. Tang?” 

Tang Yao and Bai Susu indeed had a daughter, but she died in the accident 
while traveling abroad. 

“You must have never seen my honey!” Tang Yao says in regret, “Good-
looking as my dearest Hua, you can’t find another one in Yanjing.” 

“Even no one in our country.” Lang Ruoxian says. 

His parents- in-law and his brother-in-law all look at him with satisfaction. 

Seeing Wu Qi looks like struck by thunder, Bai Susu’s eyes get red and she 
begins to perform. 

“Hua didn’t die that year. She fell down from the cliff and lost her memories, 
then she was brought back to China. Thanks to God, my dearest Hua got 
married to Ruoxian finally.” 

Tang Yao still feels sorry about his daughter. He cries and says,” We have to 
thank you for your help, Wu. If you hadn’t taken Tang Cao to the costal 
inspection, he wouldn’t meet his sister and we wouldn’t find our daughter.” 

Wu Qi knows Tang Family’s eldest daughter named Tang Duo, but he had no 
chance to chat with her. He once saw her in a party, and he still remembers 
Tang Duo dressing a red skirt who made the light darken and took all the 
men’s attention. 



He didn’t wear glasses that night, so he couldn’t see her face clearly. 
However, he knows she is elegant and has a wonderful figure. 

She looks like the new lady of Lang Family. 

“What a story!” Wu Qi says,” That, ah, seems like a movie. Does Miss 
Tang…” Wu Qi looks at Yan Hua confusedly. 

The first training task for Yan Hua is to remember she is Tang Duo. If she has 
no reaction or quickly reacts to the name, people will soon suspect. 

“I have remembered.” Yan Hua smiles,” Seeing my brother, I immediately 
revived some things, but then I had a headache. I can’t remember everything.” 

Tang Cao sits cross-legged, “As my sister seeing me, she revived that her 
name is Tang Duo and she lives in Yanjing. Obviously, we are truly close. I’m 
credited with it!” 

No one pays attention to him. Wu Qi sucks the corner of the mouth, seeing 
Bai Susu holds her lost daughter’s hand with red eyes. 

“Tang Cao called us that day. But knowing Hua losing her memories, we 
decided to meet her first, then came to G City without telling anyone.” 

Wu Qi nods, “So, Miss Tang revives all the things while meeting with you?” 

“Of course!” Tang Cao takes a glance at him, “Or we can’t come together? We 
will return to Yanjing together in a few days.” 

“Will Mr. Lang come together?” Wu Qi says, “Will he move the whole Lang 
Consortium to Yanjing?” 

Lang Ruoxian has been taking care of Yan Hua. He says peacefully,” No, 
Lang Consortium will not move, I will go by myself.” 

“Mr. Lang…That’s not a joke.” Wu Qi smiles,” I have heard that it took an 
effort for you to sit in this position. Do you want to give it up?” 

“Director Wu, you misunderstands me.” Lang Ruoxian hooks the corner of his 
mouths, “The root of Lang Consortium is there. It cannot move. My brother will 
manage the company temporarily. As for me, I will start another company in 
Yanjing, but I can’t tell the details to others.” 



Wu Qi feels angry, and wants to say some words, but Bai Susu says. 

“I’m satisfied with my son-in-law, Wu Qi. I will let him in Tang Consortium 
someday. You can teach him a lot if you two work together.” 

“Haha… No trouble at all.” Wu Qi looks bad, but he has to smile to reply, “He 
won’t need me if you help him.” 

After the dinner, Wu Qi sends them to the parking lot. 

“When do you plan to go back to Yanjing, Mr. and Mrs. Tang?” 

“We haven’t decided. What’s up? Do you want our help?” Tang Cao yawns, 
“You have to solve it by yourself. Our family’s just back together. We have no 
time to help you.” 

Wu Qi smirks in his heart, “I won’t let you do that if you want to help me…” 

“You must misunderstand, Second Childe. I think if the time is right, we can go 
back to Yanjing together. Since it hasn’t been settled yet, let’s talk about it 
later! 

Bai Susu turns her head and gives him an approximate time, “We’ll leave next 
weekend at the latest. Are you going back this week?” 

“Yes!” Wu Qi smiles,” I’ll be waiting for you in Yanjing.” 

Seeing Tang’s car driving away, Wu Qi takes his mobile phone out 
immediately. 

“Why did you tell him the time we leave, Mom?” Tang Cao says on their way 
back, “What should we do if he insist to go with us?” 

Tang Yao says immediately,” Then we can take the private plane! Our son-in-
law owns one.” 

“Mom did it on purpose.” Yan Hua looks at Bai Susu who gives her an 
admiring look, “If we don’t tell Wu Qi the time we go back, how can he inform 
others that I return to life?” 

If you find any errors ( broken links, non-standard content, etc.. ), Please let 
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Chapter 189 Yan Hua’s Past is Unbelievable 

After listening to Lang Ruoxian’s decision, Lang Yukun doesn’t say anything 
for a long time. 

“Have you decided it?” He says a few seconds later, “If you go now, when you 
come back, Lang Consortium will be totally different from now.” 

Even if there is a Tang Family, who knows what will happen in the future? If 
he has a problem with Yan… Tang Duo, is there a place where Lang Ruoxian 
can stay in Yanjing? 

“You can get it if you have the ability to take Lang Consortium.” Lang Ruoxian 
says and stands in front of the floor-to-ceiling window. Here is the top floor of 
Lang Consortium, the right center. “No one can write two characters of Lang 
with one stroke. Now I’ll hand the company to you.” 

Lang Yukun snorts, “Don’t say that. You just want me to sacrifice myself to 
your company. I won’t refuse you. But you should let me feel better!” 

“You are always looking for someone, aren’t you?” Lang Ruoxian turns to look 
at him and says, “She is a girl called You Hao.” 

“Did you investigate me?” Lang Yukun frowns. 

Lang Ruoxian smiles, “Not me, it is Lang Li.” 

Lang Yukun is speechless. Is it okay to call your father’s name directly? He 
thinks. 

Lang Yukun squints his eyes and says, “If you help me find her, I will help you 
guard your company. When you want to get it back, you can exchange it with 
the news of You Hao.” 

“Deal!” 

On a particularly ordinary day, a piece of news like a clap of thunder makes 
everyone shock. 

#Lang Consortium states: The current president, Lang Ruoxian, will leave the 
company for personal reasons, and the return date has not yet been fixed. 



Hereby, Lang Yukun is appointed as the temporary president of the company, 
and he is fully responsible for handling all matters of the Lang Consortium.# 

The three coastal provinces are all shaken. Lang Ruoxian has just sat on this 
position. How can he give up his rights? Is he voluntary or forced? Is there 
any hidden reasons? 

“Doesn’t your cheap dad look for you?” Tang Yao asks. He has already known 
the true identity of Lang Ruoxian, and he is even more defensive about this 
man who can stand for a long time to revenge. Will Lang Ruoxian be so 
ruthless if he doesn’t love his daughter someday? 

At this time, Tang Yao is glad when Lang Ruoxian is in difficulties. He asks, “I 
heard that he is very concerned about Lang Consortium. Doesn’t he scold you 
because you give it to your cousin?” 

Lang Ruoxian answers, “He doesn’t have any chance.” Lang Li is under 
house arrest and has no chance to call. 

Tang Cao is particularly curious about Lang Family’s past. He says, “Your 
aunt doesn’t wake all the time. Where are her daughter and the adopted 
child?” 

“They are in foreign countries.” Yan Hua decides to tell them all, “Grandpa has 
asked them whether they wanted to take care of Lang Hongyue or continued 
to study abroad. They all said that Lang Hongyue had a special care worker to 
take care of her, so they wanted to go abroad to complete their studies.” 

“Nonsense!” Tang Cao snorts, “How could they complete their studies in that 
terrible university? If I were Lang Hongyue, I would climb up directly to cut off 
relation with them.” 

Bai Susu looks at her husband and son. Then she says, “It’s other people’s 
family affair. Why do you care much about that?” 

Tang Yao says awkwardly, “Hah! I just ask him casually!” But he says again, 
“Well, Lang Ruoxian, didn’t you say that to your grandfather in advance?” 

Lang Ruoxian changes his expression a little. He says, “Grandpa… Grandpa 
is already on the plane to come back.” 

Yan Hua, Tang Yao and Tang Cao are shocked. 



“We should meet the elders.” Only Bai Susu says very calmly, “We can’t just 
take his grandson away without talking to him.” 

Lang Qin helps Lang Cha get off the plane. He finds Lang Cha always looks 
serious until he gets into the car. Lang Qin laughs, “Dad, don’t be so nervous. 
They are not going to take Ruoxian away. You can think like this, our Lang 
Family will close to the Yanjing’s powerful family, the best one.” 

“Do you think that is a good thing?” Lang Cha asks. He makes his face 
straight and says, “Who doesn’t know that it is great to stay in capital? But our 
three generations of Lang Family never leaves the coast city. Yanjing… In that 
place, you will fail completely if you just make a little mistake.” 

Since ancient times, people don’t believe only the noble can get power. 
Everyone who wants to stay in that highest position must sacrifice many 
people’s lives. It’s the same even if it’s the age of peace now. Tang Family is 
powerful now. But when the man in the highest position leaves office few 
years later, what wait for Tang Family and its close officers might be a 
disaster. 

Lang Cha says, “At that time, Hua’s family and the whole Lang Consortium 
will be implicated.” 

Lang Qin smiles, “Dad, you have to believe Ruoxian! Besides, he has made 
the best arrangement.” 

That’s true! He hands Lang Consortium to Lang Yukun. Even if Tang Family 
offends someone because they support the wrong person in the future, Lang 
Consortium, which is in the south, can also protect itself and the second male 
branch of Tang Family. 

“Bah!” Lang Cha snorts. He curls his lips awkwardly and says, “I knew the 
identity of the girl was not simple. But I didn’t expect her family to be so 
powerful.” 

Lang Qin reminds him, “You can’t give your grandson’s wife an evil look. You 
should protect Ruoxian’s face. Besides, her parents are there. No one will 
happy to know his dead daughter is alive and marries a man and gives birth to 
a son, especially the Tang Family.” 

“They should thank us more!” Lang Cha says, “If Ruoxian didn’t save her, she 
and her son would have been killed by bad guys…” 



“That’s true…” Lang Qin gives him a cup of hot water and says, “In short, you 
are clear about that in your heart. You can’t make everyone embarrassed 
when you meet them at this time.” 

For the first time, Yan Hua sees the ability of Yanjing’s noblewoman, which is 
her mother. 

Bai Susu begins to arrange the villa early in the morning. She inserts the 
flowers ordered in advance in vases with different colors. The new table cloth 
and the tableware are placed on the table, and the distance between each 
knife and fork is the same. 

She also checks with Lang Ruoxian and prepares the menu what Lang Cha 
likes. And the food is good for his health. 

“Mom, you are so brilliant!” Yan Hua praises her mother. She sees that Bai 
Susu controls everything in the center of the sitting room like a general. They 
can do nothing but listen to her orders. 

Tang Cao puts a beautiful pillow down and says tiredly, “You are as good as 
Mom.” 

“I can also do this?” Yan Hua is very surprised to say. She feels that she is 
lazy and it should be her original character. 

“What should you do every day without doing that?” Tang Cao asks her, “If 
you have nothing to do, you will hold a salon ball or anything else, especially 
when the new bags and shoes are listed every season.” 

Yan Hua understands soon. She asks him, “Did I win them?” 

“You wave your dagger and don’t leave a living!” Tang Cao says. He puts his 
hand as a dagger on his neck. 

Great! Yan Hua is relieved. She was worried about her taste just now. 

“Hua!” Bai Susu says to Yan Hua and takes her hands. Bai Susu has asked 
Tang Cao to go to the door to see if they arrive. She says to Yan Hua, “You 
used to do these things at home. Do you have an impression about that?” 

Yan Hua shakes her head and says, “Mom…I’m sorry.” 



“My stupid girl, why do you feel sorry for this?” Bai Susu turns her head and 
says, “You are very smart. You will understand it after I tell you some more 
times.” 

“Mom, what did I usually do?” Yan Hua has wanted to ask long time ago, but 
she didn’t all the time. 

Tang Cao prepares a thick stack of materials for her. They contain all the 
interpersonal relationships of Tang Duo, including her own usual activities, 
entertainments, and… 

“Sister, I hope you don’t get scared after seeing your own certificates.” 

Because Tang Cao says so, Yan Hua first opens the document whose title is 
“the resume of my sister’s life.” 

Yan Hua is shocked. 

Is it really empty? 

Is there nothing on it? 

“Dad…” Yan Hua asks Tang Yao secretly, “Did I never enter a college?” 

Tang Yao says in a particularly proud tone, “My good daughter, you didn’t 
enter a college because you never studied in high school!” 

“Why?” 

“You told us it was useless!” Tang Yao laughs, “You said why you had to enter 
a college. You don’t need a degree to find a job.” 

Yan Hua touches her forehead. So she is an illiterate with a junior high school 
education… No! But her English is great. It’s not just English! She is fine in 
French, German, and even Italian. 

“Because when you were very young, you love to go abroad!” Tang Yao is 
proud for his daughter and continues to say, “According to your words, it is 
better to walk thousands of miles than to read thousands of books.” 

What his daughter says is all right. So Yan Hua went to many countries for 
half a year when she was more than ten years old. With a team of 
bodyguards, she almost traveled the entire globe. 



“Your grandma also said that widen your horizons could improves your 
life…What is next?” 

“Quality?” Yan Hua does not know how she thinks of such a word. 

Tang Yao frequently nods, “Hmm, yes! Quality. She always said that we didn’t 
need our daughter to manage the company. It was too hard. You must live 
freely and openly. We can invite a manager to run the company!” 

“Don’t just look at this. Look at the specialty page!” Tang Yao turns the pages 
and says, “Look at this!” 

The several pages are full of copies of the English certificate, which means 
that they are all internationally certified. 

“Diving Qualification Certificate, Professional Mountaineering Guide 
Certificate…” Yan Hua reads it one by one. 

The sigh in the heart is deeper and deeper. She can’t help but cheer for 
herself! How free her life is! No wonder she can’t learn the company’s boring 
things. No wonder she can’t cook well. 

Her 20 years of life is a history of eating, drinking and playing! As long as 
there is something about playing, she can do it… 

“What is the honorary breeder of the African Safari Park…” 

Tang Yao says, “Oh! That is because you gave birth to a dying lion. So they 
specially issued this title to you!” 

Yan Hua is speechless. 

How wonderful her life is! 

On the night of the same day, Lang Ruoxian doesn’t know what to say when 
he sees that and his expression is complicated for a while. 

“My Hua is really a female hero. You are not the same as other beautiful girls.” 

Yan Hua says, “Who did you learn from to say the last sentence?” 

“… My brother-in-law.” Lang Ruoxian buries his head in Yan Hua’s neck and 
kisses her. 



Yan Hua shows the whites of her eyes. She has already guessed that. She 
says, “You can’t speak like him. He is a playboy.” 

“I don’t. I just don’t know what words I can use to describe you at that time.” 
Lang Ruoxian looks up at the woman in his arms and says, “I think Lang 
Hongyue has done at least one thing well. She brought you to me.” 

Lang Ruoxian thought many times that if Yan Hua did not enter the wrong 
room that night, or if the person who was with her that night was not himself, 
the bad thing would happen. He dares not to think it and he doesn’t want to 
think it. 

“Hua… Promise me not to leave me.” Lang Ruoxian hugs her tightly. 

How lucky he is to have such a unique woman in the world! This woman is his 
wife! 

“Although I still don’t remember those, I feel very honored.” Yan Hua rubs in 
his chest and says, “My parents, my grandma, and Tang Cao! They must be 
the cutest family in the world!” 

They are also the strangest family… Lang Ruoxian thinks. But he doesn’t dare 
to say. 

“Your mom is a very insightful woman, and she is excellent as men.” Lang 
Ruoxian says. He thinks of the information he found out. Bai Susu is not 
favored in Bai Family. But she could protect herself to grow up. She also lets 
Yan Hua’s grandmother like her and ask Bai Family to allow Bai Susu to 
marry Tang Yao. He feels that his mother-in-law is not a simple noblewoman. 
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Chapter 190 I Don’t Want to Go to Yanjing! 

“They are coming! They are coming!” Tang Cao shouts at the door. 

Yan Hua sees Bai Susu unhurriedly adjust her broken hair near the ears. 
Then Bai Susu asks Yan Hua. 

“Is Mom’s makeup smudged?” 



“No, it is not. You look very beautiful!” 

“Let’s go!” Bai Susu just smiles and walks to the door with Yan Hua, arm in 
arm. 

Lang Qin doesn’t come. Originally Lang Ruoxian was going to pick up Lang 
Cha, but he had something urgent temporarily. Being afraid of getting too late, 
he made an appointment to pick up Lang Cha half way. Today’s occasion is 
not suitable for Lang Qin to appear, but he will come with Lang Yukun to meet 
Lang Cha back to Lang’s mansion later. 

“Dad, Mom! This is my grandpa.” Lang Ruoxian helps Lang Cha out of the car 
and introduces Yan Hua’s family to Lang Cha, “Grandpa, this is Hua’s parents 
and younger brother.” 

Tang Cao is honey-tongued. “Nice to meet you. Grandpa!” 

“Nice to meet you, Mr. Lang!” Tang Yao greets him. 

Bai Susu smiles like a flower. “Nice to meet you. Thank you for taking care of 
my daughter!” 

“Grandpa, let’s go in first!” Yan Hua pushes the door open. 

Lang Cha looks at the three members of Tang Family. He investigated before 
returning home. The second branch of Tang Family in Yanjing is simply a 
joke. They are hopeless because no matter how well they are supported, the 
mediocre and incompetent cannot succeed. 

He doesn’t believe it. 

How can a family that raises the excellent daughter, Yan Hua, be not 
promising… 

“Not at all. Hua is our Lang Family’s daughter-in-law, so it is our responsibility 
to take care of her.” Lang Cha turns his gaze away and everyone goes into 
the sitting room to take a seat. 

Bai Susu puts the prepared tea in front of Lang Cha. “I hear you like drinking 
tea. That is what we brought here. Please have a try!” 



“Tea specially served at the state banquet?” Lang Cha takes a sip and 
understands, “That’s why people say that there are some things in China that 
money can’t buy.” 

Tang Yao laughs. “If you like it, we shall send some to you every year. We 
don’t have much, though. I stole it from my elder brother!” 

Yan Hua is speechless. 

“Tang Yao, go to the kitchen to bring some fruit.” Bai Susu glances at her 
husband. 

Tang Yao stands up and goes to the kitchen. Tang Cao follows. 

“Dad, you said the wrong thing again. How could you say that it was stolen? 
You should say that you took it.” 

“I had a loose tongue just now. I will pay attention to it next time…” 

In the sitting room, Yan Hua is embarrassed and covers her forehead, while 
Lang Ruoxian hooks the corner of his mouth to smile. 

“I’m sorry, Mr. Lang, my husband and my son don’t have a very good IQ. But 
don’t worry. Hua is very smart.” Bai Susu says so, but she doesn’t show 
embarrassed expression. 

The expression in Lang Cha’s eyes is unpredictable. He smiles a few seconds 
later. “Mrs. Tang, you need not be too polite. Since Hua is my grandson’s 
wife, then we are a family!” 

Bai Susu and Lang Cha talks about various topics, Yan Hua and Lang 
Ruoxian simply sneaks into the small parlor nearby. 

“Did Grandpa say anything on the way?” 

Having seen Yan Hua so nervous, Lang Ruoxian hugs and kisses her. “No, he 
just asked me if I had thought it over.” 

“Was he angry?” 

“No.” Lang Ruoxian fondles her back. “I gave the company to Yukun, not to 
outsiders. He won’t be angry.” 



What he did not say is that Lang Cha asked him what he would do if Tang 
Family fell from power. 

“That’s why I want to build a bigger business empire to back up Hua.” Lang 
Ruoxian replies in this way. 

Lang Cha watched him for a long time and said nothing. 

“It’s time to have dinner.” Tang Cao shouts in the dining room, so everyone 
moves to the dining table. 

During the dinner time, Bai Susu and Lang Cha tries each other’s bottom line 
once again. They are not really engaged in hot battle, but they argue heatedly. 
Tang Yao and Tang Cao cheer for Bai Susu from time to time while eating. 
Lang Cha stares at Lang Ruoxian several times, disliking him for not cheering 
himself… 

“When are you going to return to Yanjing?” Finally, Lang Cha asks. 

Bai Susu keeps smiling all the time. “Don’t worry. It’s up to Hua!” 

“Now that you have decided, sooner is better.” Lang Cha glances at Yan Hua. 
“Don’t you mention that someone already knows it? If you go back too late, 
you will give others a chance.” 

“Mr. Lang, you are right.” Bai Susu goes on. “So we should not go back too 
early or too late.” 

Lang Cha nods. “You just leave after the weekend. I will stay home for a while 
to see how Yukun is.” 

“Then thank you!” 

In the evening, when Lang Qin and Lang Yukun come, Yan Hua and Lang 
Ruoxian are not in. They go to pick up Gungun. Tomorrow is the weekend, 
Lang Cha wants to take Gungun back to Lang’s mansion to live for several 
days. Tang Yao doesn’t want to let Gungun go because he wants to stay with 
Gungun, but Bai Susu opposes him immediately. 

“Mr. and Mrs. Tang!” Lang Qin greets them. 

Lang Yukun also says hello to Yan Hua’s parent. 



“Sit down please.” Bai Susu greets them. “You’re welcome. We are a family.” 

Lang Yukun thinks highly of the fruit tea made by Bai Susu. Bai Susu tells 
Lang Qin, “Your son is more honey-tongued than Ruoxian. Is he married? 
Does he have a girlfriend?” 

“Oh! Sister Bai, if you know any suitable girl for him, please introduce one to 
him. I almost doubt if he likes men.” 

Lang Qin is more honey-tongued. Just in such a short time, he begins to 
address Hua’s parents to be Brother Tang and Sister Bai. 

“Come to Yanjing when you are free!” Tang Cao says like a real playboy. “I 
don’t have anything good to treat you, but I can summon plenty of girls to 
accompany you!” 

Lang Yukun thinks of the description of the second Childe of Tang Family in 
the materials… 

“I still don’t want to bother you, Second Childe. I have been into some girl.” 

Tang Cao is jealous. He is no worse-looking than Lang Ruoxian and Lang 
Yukun. But Lang Ruoxian has had his wife and son, and Lang Yukun has had 
a girlfriend. After thinking for a moment, he asks again. 

“How old are you?” 

Lang Yukun answers, “28…” 

“You are the same age as my elder sister!” Tang Cao feels balanced. He is 
only 22. He needn’t haste. 

Gungun comes back. When he sees Lang Cha, he is very happy. He has 
been very happy these days. There are many guests in his house every day. 
When he knows that Lang Cha will take him back to Lang’s mansion for 
several days, he happily follows Lang Cha. He tells Tang Yao when he 
leaves, “Grandpa, please wait till Gungun comes back!” 

Tang Yao’s eyes are filled with tears. “Dear Gungun, grandpa will stay at 
home and won’t go anywhere else. You do remember to come back soon!” 



Until the car drives away, Tang Yao still leans over the house window to look 
though. He keeps watching and suddenly turns to Bai Susu and says, 
“Empress, let’s go to live in Lang’s mansion, too!” 

“Take a shower and sleep.” Bai Susu ignores him. 

After the weekend, they will leave for Yanjing. Lang Ruoxian hasn’t finished 
the company’s business and will go there several days later. Gungun comes 
back from Lang’s mansion where Lang Cha stays. He finds that they are 
packing up, so he happily drags out his small suitcase. 

“Mom, where are we going to play? Did you ask for leave from the 
kindergarten for me?” 

Yan Hua looks at her son in surprise. “Gungun, you forget that we are going to 
Yanjing, and you will live in Yanjing in the future.” 

“Yanjing?” Gungun opens his eyes wide. “Is that the place where 
Grandparents and Uncle live?” 

“Yes! That is also where we will live in the future.” Yan Hua feels strange. 
Hasn’t the child known it? 

Gungun cries suddenly. “I don’t want to leave. I don’t want to leave Xiaojiu. 
Wow…” 

“Gungun?” Lang Ruoxian comes out of the cloakroom and takes Yan Hua’s 
suitcase. “What’s wrong with him?” 

Yan Hua has a particularly weak feeling. It’s no wonder that her chubby son 
didn’t respond when Xiaojiu felt sad about Gungun’s leaving that day. It turns 
out that he didn’t hear at all, and he didn’t know that not only his grandparents 
and uncle would leave, but also he himself would leave… 

“… If there is anything to be done in the future, let him know directly.” Lang 
Ruoxian once again realizes the extent of his son’s foolishness and 
sweetness. 

Gungun still cries, crying heart-wrenchingly. The three persons downstairs run 
up when hearing the crying. Tang Yao feels distressed when seeing this. 
“Dear Gungun, tell Grandpa who bullied you, Grandpa will beat him!” 



“No… Don’t…” Gungun sobs and shouts, “Don’t go to Yanzi (swallow)…” 

Swallow? What the hell? 

“Till now, he just knows that we are leaving here and are going to live in 
Yanjing in the future.” Yan Hua sighs and takes the towel from Lang Ruoxian’s 
hand, “Gungun, stop crying. OK? If you have something to say, you can tell 
us.” 

Gungun simply can’t control his feeling and continues to cry heart-
wrenchingly. Occasionally he says that he wants to stay in Xiaojiu’s house 
and he doesn’t need mom and dad, and so on. 

“You pack up first and give him to me.” Lang Ruoxian takes Gungun from Yan 
Hua’s arms and goes straight to Gungun’s bedroom. 

Lang Ruoxian puts his chubby son on his own bed. Gungun rolls over and 
buries himself in the quilt to continue crying. Lang Ruoxian doesn’t say a word 
and just watches him crying. Gungun doesn’t know how long he cries. But he 
is probably tired of crying and looks at Lang Ruoxian secretly. 

“Stop crying?” Lang Ruoxian asks. 

Gungun refuses to sit up, whining. 

“If you are a brave boy, you just sit up.” Lang Ruoxian takes another hot towel. 
Gungun sobs and sit up. “Dad… Dad…” 

Lang Ruoxian touches his head. “Gungun, you haven’t seen Grandparents 
since childhood, have you?” 

“No… They’re not here.” 

“That is not because they were not here, but because your mom was lost, and 
she forgot the way home. She is the only daughter of your grandparents, but 
she hasn’t gone home for many years.” 

Gungun thinks for a moment and whispers, “Then… Grandparents must miss 
mom very much.” 

“So now they have found mom and want to take her home.” Lang Ruoxian 
holds up his son. “Dad doesn’t want to be separated from mom, so I shall go 



back with her. What about you? Are you unwilling to go to your grandparents’ 
home with your mom?” 

Gungun wants to cry again. He nods, and then shakes his head. 

“Dad knows that you hate to part with Xiaojiu and Mingxi. If you really don’t 
want to go with your mom, then tell her. She will definitely stay for you, and 
then let grandparents and your uncle go back by themselves.” 

Gungun blankly raises his head. “If Mom can’t be with Grandma, will she be 
very sad?” 

“Will you be sad if you aren’t with your mom?” Lang Ruoxian asks him. 

Gungun is silent for a few seconds and then nods vigorously. “I don’t want to 
be separated from Mom and Dad.” 

“Mom doesn’t want to be separated from Grandparents.” Lang Ruoxian looks 
at his son and says, “Now, think it over for yourself. Do you want your mom to 
stay for you, or do you want to go to your grandparents’ house with your 
mom?” 

Tang Yao looks around in the sitting room and nervously asks Bai Susu, 
“What if Gungun is unwilling to go finally?” 

“Then we will stay.” Bai Susu’s tone is mild. “I will move our companies here.” 

Yan Hua who is next to her is stunned. “Mom…” 

“Silly girl, wherever we stay, it is same for us, as long as our family stay 
together. The reason to return to Yanjing is only to find the person who 
harmed you. When we find out, it doesn’t matter whether we return to G City 
or go to other places.” 

Gungun runs down from the upstairs and looks up at Bai Susu. 

“Grandma, I’m sorry! Gungun will go with you.” 

If you find any errors ( broken links, non-standard content, etc.. ), Please let 
us know via our discord so we can fix it as soon as possible. 


